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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
First Edition

This is a free rendering of Sri Swamiji's 'Saftkara
Vedanta Prakriye' (Kannada) which was first written
during his Caturmasya Samkalpa at Davangere in the
year Manmatha. The Second Edition was published by
us in 1959. It has been translated into Telugu and Tamil
since, but English-knowing readers who could not understand any of the three Dravidian Languages have
continued to press for an English rendering of this
popular book. His Holiness has himself undertaken the
task at our request.
We hope that the valuable contents of this production will now appeal to a wider circle of readers.
Holenarasipur
22-1-1967

Y. Narasappa
Chairman of the Executive Committee
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PREFACE
First Edition

There have been a number of books on SaIikara
Vedanta produced and published in this country and
elsewhere. While they are very popular probably because their authorship has been ascribed to the great
SaIikara, they contain tenets in conflict with one
another. Relying upon these as well as the systems
contained in the subcommentaries on SaIikara's classical. works, even learned men professing to follow
SaIikara have been broadcasting ideas opposed to one
another in the name of that great thinker. And adverse
critics belonging to other schools of Vedanta have been
mis-representing SaIikara's system are greatly puzzled
and perplexed as to what exactly is the matter or method
adopted in the school belonging to his tradition.
It is not easy for beginners to consolidate and
discriminate for themselves the various doctrines contained in the three_ g~ou~s of works c~llectively ~alled
the Prasthana Trayz mdisputably ascnbed to Sankara.
I have therefore tried to do this to the best of my ability.

Two Appendices - one containing the cardinal
Tenets of SaIikara's Vedanta, and the second a list of the
Sanskrit quotations adduced in the body of the work have been given at the end of the work. The first is a
free rendering and adaptation of an article by my student, Pandit H.S. Lakshminarasimha Murthy. I hope
that these will be helpful to begInners to remember the
principal points of the system. I have every hope that
one who has mastered the leading ideas of SaIikara's
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Vedanta contained in this little book, may very well take
to the study of more advanced books such as my 'How
to Recognize the Method of Vedanta', with assurance.
I have - as usual- made over the copyright of this
book to the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya. May
Bhagavan Narayana shower His blessings on their
laudable enterprise.
Holenarasipur
22-1-1967

Satchidanandendra Saraswati

ADHYATMA PRAKASHA KARYALAYA
(PRIVATE TRUST)
An Institution to help the interpretation of Indian Culture by
stimulating the study and practice of the Adhyatma Vidya
in its universal aspect.
HOLENARSIPUR - 573 211; Hassan Dist.
Date 1-7-1990
To
The Secretary
Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya
Bangalore Branch
No 68, 2nd Block
Thyagarajanagar
~angalore - 560028

Subject: PERMISSION LETTER
Permission is hereby granted to Adhyatma Prakasha
Karyalaya, Bangalore branch to reprint and publish all
English and Sanskrit works of Parama Pujya Sri Sri
Satchidanandendra Saraswathi Swamiji, published earlier
by Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, (H. 0.), Holenarsipur,
unconditionally.
We pray that God bestow His choicest blessings on
the branch Karyalaya and give them enough strength to
print and publish all the works of Sri Sri Swamiji.
We heartily wish success in their project.
Holenarsipur
1-7-1990

H.S. Lakshminarasimha Murthy
Secretary ,
Adhya~ Prakasha Karyalaya

PUBLISHERS' NOTE
Second Edition

His Holiness Sri Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswathi
Swamiji (1880-1975) has written a number of books on
Vedanta in Kannada, Sanskrit and English. While the
books in Sanskrit are useful primarily for pundits all
over the country, the Swamiji was hopeful that books in
English would prove useful to a large number of persons
not only in this country but all over the world, who are
interested in the study of Vedanta in general and
Sailkara Siddhanta in particular.
Pujya Swamiji established a branch of the
Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya at Bangalore mainly because, this being an international city would serve as a
centre for spreading Sailkara Siddhanta all oyer the
world.
As most of these books in Sanskrit and English are
now out of print and the demand for such books
remained unfulfilled, it was felt that a reprint of these
books would fill in the breach in this respect.
Therefore a reprint project of Pujya Swamiji's
English and Sanskrit works has been launched by
Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Bangalore Branch.
This project is now inaugurated by the publication of
this reprint of the English book - "Salient Features of
Sailkara's Vedanta".
We are thankful to Smt. and Sri C.S. Seetharama
Rao, Tax-consultant, Jayanagar, Bangalore, who have
made it possible for us to reprint and publish this
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valuable work of Parama Pujya Swamiji, by their
generous financial assistance. This donation has been
made in the sweet memory of Late C. V. Suryanarayana
Rao and Narasamma, the revered parents of Sri C. S.
Seetharama Rao.
We profusely thank Prof. S.K. Ramachandra Rao
who has on our request kindly written the scholarly
introduction. It has enriched the value of this book. It
not only throws light upon the contents of the book, but
also gives an idea about Pujya Swamiji's life and
mission.
We are grateful to the authorities of the Adhyatma
Prakash a Karyalaya, Holenarsipur for having permitted
us to reprint and publish this book.
Our heartfelt thanks are also due to all those who
have carefully read through the proofs and to many
others, but for whose efforts this work could not have
seen the light of day.
We are also highly thankful to Sri Nithyananda
Printers, for their elegant execution of the printing and
binding work.
We pray that the revered Swamiji bless us with
the required strength in executing this project of
reprinting all his English and Sanskrit works.
Our pranams at the holy lotus feet of Swamiji.

Bangalore
20-7-90

K.G. Subraya Sharma
Secretary
Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya
Bangalore 560 028
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INTRODUCTION
The author of .this work, the revered Svami, Sri
Sacchidanandendra Sarasvati (1880-1975), is justly
acclaimed to be the second appearance of the great
SaIikara. The task before SaIikara when he appeared a
thousand and odd years ago was to recover the true
Vedantic tradition from among the mass of wrong
interpretations of the Upanishadic texts. When the
author of this work appeared over a hundred years ago,
the mission before him was to recover the true
techniques of SaIikara from among the maze of
perverted viewpoints of the vari~us sub-commentaries.
The task to which the revered Svami addressed his
entire life, dedicating every waking moment to it, was
to set the house of SaIikara in order. He realized quite
early in his life that the views of the great master were
being unfortunately and grossly misrepresented by his
followers as well as opponents, that considerable
pernicious accretions had occurred in the general
standpoint of Advaita, thanks to the later subcommentators, and that the philosophy now claimed
widely to be SaIikara's is not really his. The Svami
undertook to vindicate the traditional method and
matter as envisaged by SaIikara not only by translating
the original and genuine works of SaIikara in Kanna<;ia,
but by writing independent works in English, Kanna<;ia
and Sanskrit on the subject. His literary output was truly
phenomenal, and his writings, prolific as they are, are
characterized by precision, lucidity and erudition. But
it was not before years of scrupulous and intensive study
not only of the works of SaIikara, but of all the
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sub-commentaries and glosses available, and also of the
definitive texts belonging to the schools of Ramanuja
and Madhva, that he applied himself to the publication
of his discovery that SaIikara has been misrepresented.
He was branded as a rebel by the conventionalists
because he dared to question the prevailing approach
to SaIikara, which is moulded principally by the
sub-commentaries (Bhamatl and .Pafichapadika). But
the Svami has convincingly demonstrated, by elaborate
and painstaking scrutiny, that the sub:-commentaries
have subscribed to, and introduced, many a concept that
is altogether alien to SaIikara's 'commentarial corpus,
and that not infrequently these concepts militate
against the tradition that SaIikara attempts to uphold.
This has been the achievement of the Svami's long
life and single-minded devotion. And reasons are not
far to seek why this discovery of the unadulterated
philosophical position of SaIikara (SuddhaSaIikara-Prakriya) has not received the recognition,
celebrity and acceptance that it merits; the strength of
convention has set up. strong barrier~ in the minds of
people, and there is resistance both unconscious and
deliberate, to welcome any attacks on the conventional
views, however we~l-founded and cogently presented.
It is a curious irony of our religious attitudes that
the dogmatists are prepared to sacrifice SaIikara's
commentaries for the sake of the sub-commentaries on
them, namely, Bhamatl and Pafichapadika. It appears
all too important for the dogmatist to defend
Vachaspati- misra and Padmapada even when they
misrepresent SaIikara. It, therefore, required of the
Svami, courage of conviction and steadfast
determination to speak the truth at all costs. Instances
are numerous as to how attempts were made to discredit
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the Svami and prevent his viewpoints from being
recognized.
Undaunted, however, the Svami
persevered and went on publishing his books in
Kanna<;la for popular,. edification in Karna!aka, in
Sanskrit for carrying conviction to the conventional
scholars, everywhere in India, and in English for the
enlightenment of the interested students and scholars
of modern persuasion all over the country and abroad.
He also moved about from place to place, giving
lectures and discourses on the same theme.
A simple, and unostentatious man with a
retiring disposition and an ascetic temperament, he was
also extraordinarily peaceable and quiet. He did not
appear either in his talk or in his approach in the least
like a rebel. He altogether avoided heat in his arguments, and did not delight in debates or
controversies. He was entirely academic and
intellectually honest in his attempt to eradicate the
misconceptions concerning Sailkara. While his
devotion to Sailkara was unflinching and complete, he
boldly debupked the myths and legends which the
conventional Sailkara-vijayas are replete with. His
approach to the problem of Sailkara and h~
accomplishments was historical and rational.
He therefore rejected most, if not all, of the
stotras and prakara1).as, popularly ascribed to Sailkara,
as spurious, and placed his entire reliance on the commentaries on the three prasthanas (Upanishads, Gita
and Vedanta-Sutra) and a few other works like
Upadesa-sahasri and
Aparokshanubhuti. Among
these commentaries (Bhashyas) he regarded the one on
Vedanta-Sutra as the most authentic and comprehensive statement of Sailkara's own ideas. He accepted
Suresvara as faithful to Sailkara, and attached great
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importance to his Naishkarmya-Siddhi and Vartikas.
The need to discover the real SaIikara was felt by
him when he was only thirty-five (in the year 1915). He
had already studied the basic works of SaIikara under
the guidance of K.A. Krishnaswamy Iyer (the author of
Vedanta or t1!e Science of Reality). and had undergone
the traditional discipline of Vedantalearning under the
renowned scholar Mahamahopadhyaya, Vidyanidhi
Hanagal ViIiip'aksha Sastri. He had also by then got
initiated by the then pontiff of SrIigeri, Sri
Sivabhinava-Nrsimha-Bharati Svami, at Kalac;li (1910),
and he had come under the influence of saintly scholars
like Brahma-chaitanya Maharaj of Gondava!i and
Kurtukoti Mahabhagavata. With this rich philosophical
and spiritual background, the desire that he felt to
discover the real SaIikara for himself expressed itself in
the monograph, Miilavidya-nirasa in Sanskrit, in 1929,
also called Sri-SaIikara-hrdayam. He applied himself
diligently to repeated study of SaIikara's works
(Bhashyas on the three Prasthanas) for several years to
convince himself that the sub-commentaries (of
Vachaspati misra and Padmapada) had not done justice
to the great master.
It was in the year 1920, a year after his wife passed
away, that he felt called upon to take this as a mission
in his life. He resolved to dedicate the rest of his life to
correct the popular but fallacious understanding of
SaIikara's philosophy, and to present SaIikara to the
interested folk, altogether independent of the
sub-commentaries.
He was working as a school-master at that time in
Bangalore, and he established a centre for the study of
SaIikara's original works, and also for the publications
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he would periodically bring out to present SaIikara's
thought in its pure form. This centre was called
Adhyatma Prakasa Karyalaya. This centre was shifted
to Ho!enarasipur in the year 1938, two years after he
retired from Government service as a school-master in
Bangalore.
He continued his study and he went on publishing
books and monographs, all purporting to present
SaIikara's philosophy
unadulterated by
the
sub-commentaries, through the Karyalaya at
Ho!enarasipur. Ten years later, he felt the urge to
renounce his worldly life and enter the monastic order.
He was 68 years of age in 1947 when he became a
sanyasm under the monastic name of Sri
Sacchidanandendra Sarasvati (his pre~ious name
being Yellarilba!ase Subbaraya). He lived for
twenty-seven years after taking Sanyasa, continuing the
work he had been doing for the past twenty seven years.
He brought out two books in Sanskrit calling upon the
conventional scholars to reconsider and recognize the
differences
between
SaIikara's
commentaries
(Bhashyas) and sub-commentaries (Vyakhyanas). The
Vijiiapti (1961) and Vidvadgoshti (1962) are polemical
in character and list the inconsistencies and textual
problems. He prepared guides in Sanskrit for
understanding aright the Sfitra-bhashya of SaIikara
(Sugama,
1955
and
Sfitra-bhashyartha-taUva-vivechani, 1964) and a
series of seven handbooks in Sanskrit to crystallize
of
SaIikara
genuine
viewpoints
(Suddha-SaiIkara-Prakriya- Bhaskara, 1964).
During the latter years of his monastic life, he was
prevailed upon to establish a branch of Adhyatma
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Prakasa Karyalaya in Bangalore in the year 1970. In
Bangalore it was that the institution first took its birth
about fifty years earlier and had continued here till it
was shifted to Ho!enarasipur eighteen years later. His
health had now begun to fail, mainly because of extreme
old age, but he continued with will and zeal to write
bo-oks and address interested folk almost till he attained
Maha-Samadhi on AugustS, 1975 when he was 96. His
long and dedicated life was an excellent translation into
action of the ageoid counsei that one must spend aU
one's time till sleep overtakes waking hours and death
overtakes life, in quiet contemplation of the
Upanishadic truth:
an ~~: CfilFi 4!1AGH1fil4'i41
An early influence in his life was his association
with another saintly soul, Hosakere Chidarilba- rayya,
who was a fellow-teacher in the schools where he
worked, and who was like himself devoted to a deep
study of Vedanta, not as an intellectual exercise but with
an eye for practical application. Both of them had set
their eyes on the monastic order quite early in their
lives, especially after their wives died young.
Chidarilbarayya wrote some works in Kanna<;la, but did
little more; he was given to a contemplative mode of
life.
Another early influence on the Svami was
Subrahmal).ya Iyer, who was his teacher in the High
School at Hassan, and who also taught him the first
lessons in Vedanta, besides providing free lodge and
boarding to him (the poor boy that he was) at his own
home. If the Svami developed an excellent command
over the English language although he never entered
the portals of a college, it was because of this teacher
who taught him English in the school and at home.
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It was this teacher again who introduced him to
K.A Krishr;taswami Iyer in Bangalore, who was not only
an erudite scholar in Vedanta but an author of
philosophical works of considerable renown. Dr. S.
Radhakrishr;tan was an admirer of this Iyer, and had
profited by talking, with him on Vedantic issues. He
wrote a foreword to Iyer's Vedanta or the Science of
Reality. Continued and intimate association with
Krishl).aswami Iyer provided the future Svami with
valuable insight into the method of Vedanta. especially
the one dealing with the three states of being:
wakefulness. dream and deep sleep. Iyer was also
known for his independent thinking, his sole reliance
on the three commentaries of Sailkara (the
Prasthana-traya-Bhashyas) and his disregard for the
sub- commentaries. The Svami derived great moral
support from lyer for his own urge to discover the real
Sailkara.
After the death of Krshl).aswami Iyer, the
future Svami had to plough a lonely furrow. He had no
one to sympathize with his search for the real Saflkara,
or to support him in this cause. His adversaries were
naturally numerous, for he thr~w stones at the
shibboleth of convention. The hold of the conventional
PUl).9its on the masses was so strong that very few
patrons came forward to help his Adhyatma Prakasa
Karyalaya grow. Even his own erstwhile teacher,
Hanagal Vinipaksha-Sastri, who had taught him
Sfitra-Bhashya, had now turned against him, and
treated him like a heretic and outcast. He prevented the
then Maharaja of Mysore from helping the cause of
Adhyatma Prakasa Karyalaya.
But the future Svami was made of sterner stuff, and
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he faced the challenges all alone and unyielding. He
continued his search for the real SaIikara as if in a fury,
in the teeth of severe opposition, and published book
after book defending his call to ignore the
sub-commentaries and go back to SaIikara. At last he
found an ally in Vitthala- Sastri, who was a great
vedantin and scholar attached to the court of the
Maharaja of Mysore. Vitthala-Sastri was so convinced
that he not only supported the position of the future
Svami against all adversaries. but claimed him as his
own guru. Indeed, in later years he received initiation
into monastic order under the name of Svarni
Jiiananandendra-Sarasvati, and continued the work of
his teacher. Another scholar who supported the call for
going back to SaIikara was Parakkaje SubrahmaJ).ya
Bhatta.
With the exception of these two scholars, there was
hardly any positive help that was forthcoming to the
cause of Adhyatma Prakasa Karyalaya, which was
established .solely for popularizing the genuine and
original teachings of SaIikara. The Svami has brought
out from his own pen more than two hundred books
from the Karyalaya, all of them purporting to explain
the tradition of Vedanta as recognized by SaIikara.
While most of the books written by him are in
Kanna<;la, some are in Sanskrit, and some in English.
And while most of the books are either translations or
explanations of SaIikara's own original commentarial
works, there are also translations of other works like
Paiichapadika (an incomplete sub-commentary on
SaIikara's Siltra- Bhashya, (1966), not however faithful
to SaIikara), and Ramanuja's commentaries on
Brahrna-Sutra (which are severely critical of SaJ).kara's
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views). The most significant contribution made by the
Svami to philosophical literature in Kanna<;la is the
translation into easy and readable Kannada for the first
time all the commentaries of SaI),kara (on
Vedanta-Siitra, on the ten Upanishads and on
Bhagavad-Gita), with ample annotations and critical
introductions.
His early work in Kanna<;la tracing the history of
Vedantic ideas before and after Sailkara,
(Vedanta-Vicharada Itihasa) is a monumental work,
although only the first part of it was brought out.
Dealing with the same theme but in a more elaborate
and well-documented manner is his work in Sanskrit,
Vedanta-Prakriya-Pratyabhijiia (1964), which can be
said without exaggeration to be the most important
contribution ever made by anyone to the Vedantic
literature in the country. It is easily his magnum opus.
It contains an elaborate introduction in English dealing
with how to recognize the Vedantic method. It is an
analytical and comparative study of all the Vedantic
thinkers and authors who lived prior to the days of
Sailkara, and those who lived after Sailkara's days; it is
an honest and dispassionate appraisal of Sailkara's
Vedanta as a tradition, and is encyclopaedic in its scope
in this particular field.
His writings in Kanna<;la and Sanskrit on
Mandiikya-KarikA
(MaiuJiikya
Gau<;lapada's
Rahasya-vivrti, 1958), and Sailkara's commentary on it
provide remarkable insight into the discussion of the
three states of Being (avasthatraya, the three avasthas);
he establishes with elaborate arguments that
Gau<;lapada was a Vedantirt and not a Buddhist. While
I have my own reservations on this issue, his arguments
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are undoubtedly serious and worthy of attention by all
Indologists interested in this area. Likewise, his works
on Suresvara's Naishkarmya-Siddhi in Kanna~a and
Sanskrit (Klesapaharini), are profound and deal
extensively with an important subject in Vedanta, the
role of wisdom (jiiana) apropos ritualistic action
(karma).
He merits the gratitude of scholars in Vedanta for
having brought into focus the original essay of SaIikara,
Adhyasa-8hashya, which is designed to be prefatory in
character to his commentary on Vedanta-siitras. He has
written on this, essays in Sanskrit, Kanna~a and English,
'and has suggested that 'adhyasa' is the corner-stone of
the philosophical position of SaIikara, and that it is all
too important in the conceptual framework of Advaita
Vedanta. The Svami's perceptions are indeed correct,
for Adhyasa-Bhashya is without doubt the most original
and definitive of SaIikara's writings; it seeks to
reconcile the lay and universal conviction of mundane
existence (lOka-drsh!i) with the enlightened view of
reality as expounded in tradition (Sastra-drshti). The
import of this prefatory essay is far-reaching; and it is a
master-piece of early Sanskrit prose writing.
It was usual for his books in English to be only
translations or adaptations from lectures delivered
originally in Kannada for several days in various places
on occasions like Chaturmasya or SaIikara-saptaha. The
book- form which these talks assume involves
rearrangement of topics, enlargement of scope and
revision of the matter, so that each book will be
self-complete and meaningful.
Among the English works written by him, the
Intuition of Reality answers very convincingly the usual
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charge against Advaita-Vedanta that it is merely
academic and intellectual, and that it has no use for a
personal god. How to R.ecognize the Method of Vedanta
illustrates the value of the concept of "adhyaropa"
(superimposition) and "apavada" (removal of this
superimposition after ascertaining the nature of the
object on which the superimposition had been made),
and The Vision of Atman explains the importance of
sravaI)a (study of scriptures), manana (intense
cogitation over what has heen rec~ived from the
study) and nididhyasana (total absorption in the object
of pursuit) in realizing the Vedantic reality. Saftkara's
Clarification of Certain Vedantic Concepts is a
valuable work inasmuch as it clears many a cobweb that
has grown in course of time around the most seminal
concepts like the At~an, Vidya and Avidya, Isvara,
Maya, Sanyasa and Yoga in the field of Advaita Vedanta.
The Upanishadic Approach to Reality establishes that
the various Upanishads uniformly adopt a single
method of approach leading to the ultimate intuition of
Reality.
It is rather remarkable that although he has written
a large number of works, he does not' repeat himself.
Each of his books presents a specific argument or aspect
of Vedanta, not covered by any of his other books. And
it is usual for him to cite chapter and verse for every
statement that he makes, and his books are thus a
veritable mine of relevant and significant quotations
from the original works of SaIikara. His intellectual
honesty and sincerity of purpose are apparent in every
one of his books.
It is heartening to note that the Bangalore branch
of the Adhyatma Prakasa Karyalaya has undertaken to
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reprint all his English books for the edification of the
English-knowing folk all over the country and abroad.
Some of his major books in KannaQa are being brought
out in new editions by the main office of the Karyalaya
at Ho!enaraslpur; and this has gone a long' way in
catering to the needs of the seekers of Vedantic wisdom
in KarJ!ataka. There is now-an enlarged circle of those
who are hungry for authoritative works on Vedanta, not
oilly in Karnataka but outside also, who would prefer
hooks in Emllish "for various reasons.
There is real dearth of small, readable but accurate
and dependable books in English on the subject of
Ve~nta in general and SaIikara in particular. Most of
the books on Advaita Vedanta that are now available
follow closely the sub-commentaries (PaiichapadikA
and Bhamati) or later works, dependent upon these
sub-commentaries
(like Vivara~a Kalpataru,
PaiichadasI, and Samkshepa- Sariraka), and therefore
present only a distorted picture of Sailkara's
interpretation of the Vedantic tradition.
The need for making the English works of the
Svami available to the people is, therefore, great and
urgent. They will help to correct the wrong impressions
that are now widely held, and clarify issues on which
sufficient light has not till now been shed. And they will
serve as authoritative handbooks for understanding the
true spirit of Vedanta and for organizing one's life in
accordance with the tenets of the Vedantic tradition.
The book that the Bangalore branch of the
Karyalaya has selected to inaugurate this reprint-series
-is Salient Features of Saitkara's VedAnta. This book
was first published in 1967 from Ho!enaraslpur as a free
rendering in English of a Kannada work (entitled
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Sankara-Vedanta- Pra,kriye) which had been written by
the Svami during his Chaturmasya residence in
Davalfagere during the Hindu Year Manmatha
(corresponding to 1956) and published in 1959 (second
edition). This KannaQa work was so well received by the
seekers of Vedantic wisdom that it was published
subsequently in its Telugu and Tami! versions. The
English translation was done by the Svami himself, and
this version too became popular.
This book takes into account the baffling perplexity
which the students of SaIikara's Vedanta would
normally experience when they hear · or read
irreconcilably conflicting views ascribed to the same
SaIikara, and adverse criticisms voiced · by the
opponents a,gainst all these views. That the ideas
ascribed to SaIikara differ among themselves is to be
expected and would be warranted if all the various
works that at present go by his name are really his.
Evaluation and understanding of Sailkara's viewpoint
would be impossible unless we rely only on the works
that are genuinely his. The Svami rightly relies on the
three groups of works of SaIikara which are collectively
known as Prasthflnatraya-Bhflshya, and on nothing
else. And among these (the commentaries on the
Upanishads, on the GHa and on the Vedanta-sutras),
the magnum opus and most indubitably authentic is the
commentary on the Vedanta- sutras. SaIi~ara's views as
expressed here can safely be regarded as truly his own.
Whatever view runs against the views expressed in this
work cannot reasonably be SaIikara's, and can be
dismissed as outside the framework of tradition.
This book presents SaIikara's views in a brief but
lucid manner. All the doctrinal issues that are germane
to the traditional viewpoint (theory and practice) of
Vedanta are dealt with here: the pure or
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"Witness"-nature (Sakshi) of Brahman, the scope and
validity of scripture (Sastra) which is the only means of
our knowing this nature, the relative importance of
reason and intuition, the states of consciousness
apropos the real Self (Atman) and the practical
involvements in Self-realization.
.
The chapter on "Spiritual concentration" (~h.5) is
particularly interesting, for it discusses the role of
upasana, Yoga and nididhyasana in Vedantic discipline
as no one has done earlier. It clarifies the asnect of

Sadhana apropos the liberating wisdom Ufiana), which
alone is held in Vedanta as the immediate, necessary
and sufficient precondition for liberation, moksha. The
author shows how the "yoga" of Vedanta is distinct from
the "yoga" ofPatafijali, and argues that "nididhyasana"
according to SaIikara is a direct means to the intuitive
vision of the Self (or self-realization). For greater
elucidation of this issue, the reader is referred to the
Svami's Sanskrit work Glta-Sastrartha-Viveka (1965),
where SaIikara's position alongside the Sankhya and
Yoga ideologies is discussed.
In the brief compass of this book, the author has
packed extremely valuable information for those who
are given to intellectual inquiry as well as for those who
are spiritual seekers. The author has also provided at
the end a comprehensive list of Sanskrit quotations
from the source-texts (particularly from SaIikara's
Siitra-Bhashya), which have been
used while
preparing this book. The relevant original passages in
Sanskrit have been reproduced in full, and this adds
value to the book. The discerning reader who is also
acquainted with Sanskrit may at once check if the
translations of the passages are correct and the ideas
as explained here are faithful to the original texts. This
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method of providing complete relevant material in its
original form whenever a point is made speaks volumes
for the author's honesty and integrity, and for the
authenticity of the book.
It is to be hoped that the Bangalore branch of the
Karyalaya will persevere in this laudable venture, and
bring out all the English works of the revered Svami in
reprint-editions. It will facilitate proper appreciation of
the rich contribution made by SrI SaIikara to the cause
of spiritual and intellectual renaissance in the country
more than a thousand years ago. It will also help the
cause of the mission to fulfil which SrI
Sacchidanandendra- SarasvaH Svami took his birth over
a hundred years ago.
I congratulate the earnest, energetic and
enterprising Secretary of the Bangalore branch of the
Karyalaya, PUl).9it SrI K.G. Subraya Sarma, who is
devoted to the task of keeping alive the sacred memory
of the revered Svami, and has resolved to launch this
reprint-project as another venture in that direction.
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CHAPTER ONE
BRAHMAN AS THE
UNIVERSAL WITNESSING SELF
1. If one were asked to state in a single proposition the metaphysical Reality taught in all the
Upanishads, or Vedantas as they are known to SaIikara,
the following ,text from the Chan<;logya might be appropriately quoted: "Now this subtle principle, all this
phenomenal universe has that for its essence; that is the
only Reality, that is the only Self. That thou art, 0
Svetaketu!" (Ch. 6-8-7). This Upanishadic doctrine
summed up in these three words 'That thou art', can be
realized here and now by anyone who has duly qualified
himself to enter on the course of Vedantic study.
2. This ultimate Reality can neither be expressed
by any word nor grasped by any concept. "From it all
words fall back failing to reach it, along with the
intellect" (TaL 2-9), for it possesses none of the distinctive features such as genus, substance, quality, action or
relation, and these are the only conditions affording
scope for words. Nor is It a knowable - that is to say"
something objectifiable - by concepts. So say the Srutis
and the Smrtis alike: "This is inapprehensible and
eternal" (BrA-4-20); "He is indestructible and
incomprehensible" (G. 2-18). It is the very self of even
speech and mind, for it is this which reveaJs them as
such. "It is the mind of mind, speech of speech" (Ke.
1-2); "That which is not utterable by speech~ but by
which speech itself is uttered" (Ke.1-5); "That which
one is unable to conceive by mind, but by which mind
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itself is said to be conceived" (Ke. 1-6) - Srutis such as
these say so. That is why Srutis try to describe It by
denying all possible properties of knowable objects.
"Now the teaching 'Not such, not such', for there is none
beyond this 'not such' " (Br. 2-3-6). Tliis Sruti expressly
says that there is no other possible way of presenting the
nature of transcendental reality except in the negative
form 'neti neti'.
3. Even while ultimate Reality is thus unobjec.tifiable by words or concepts, the Sruti tries to indicate
its real nature by employing certain epithets such as
'Brahman' (the Absolute), 'Bhooma' (Plenitude), 'Sat'
(Pure Being). Students of Vedanta should remember
that reality is not the express meaning of such terms. "It
is only by means of name, form and action super imposed on it that Brahman is positively described in
Srutis by expressions like 'Brahman is knowledge and
bliss' (Br. 3-9-8); 'Solid consciousness only' (Br. 2-4-2);
Brahman', and 'Atman' (Br. Bh. 2-3-6).
4. The existence of Brahman does not allow of
any doubt, for Brahman is our very Self. "Brahman must
be taken to exist inasmuch as it is the self of everyone"
(SBh1-1-1). "One would himself become non-existent,
if one were to think of Brahman as non-existent; if, on
the other hand, one were to take Brahman as existent,
then he is himself regarded as existent" (Tai. 2-6). That
is why the Sruti says "This is Atman (the Self) described
as 'not such, not such'" (Br. 3-9-26). That is why "The
word 'Atman' is used in all Srutis with reference to
Brahman" (Br. Bh. 2-1-20).
5. Although Brahman is our very Self, there is
conflict of opinions among philosophers regarding its
specific nature. The' mere body, the senses, the mind,
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the momentary stream of consciousn~ss, the indeterminate Sunya - all these have been severally held to be
the Self. Some maintain that there is, distinct from all
these, a doer and enjoyer of the fruits of action, while
yet others hold that he is only the enjoyer but not the
doer. Others believe in the existence of a Ruler other
than the individual soul, an omniscient and omnipotent
Being. The Vedantins are of the opinion that this Ruler
is in truth the Self of the enjoyer, and that this is the
Brahman of the Upanishads. Sri SaIikaracharya teaches
that the Highest Goal of human life is reached by the
realization of this Brahman. .
6. The Mimamsalais aver that the individual self
(Jivatman'} as distinguished from the body and the senses, is both the locus and object of the ego-(the 'me'-)
notion. Such too is the popular idea of all that believe
in the existence of an individual soul. But as a matter of
fact the only real Self is the Witness (sakshi) who is the
seer of even that Jivatman, the object of the 'me' notion.
This Witnessing Atman is not many, not one for each
body. He is the Self common to all beings. He is to be
known only thro1i~h the teaching of the Upanishads.
That is why in the Sruti 'I ask thee about the Purusha of
the Upanishads' (B~. 3-9-26), the significant epithet
'Aupanisha4a Purusha' has been used. So says the great
SaIikaracharya (SBh.1-1- 4).
7. No one can deny the existence of this Self of
the nature of the witness, for 'He is the Self of even the
person that denies it' (SBh. 1-1-4). The venerable
SaIikara brings home to everyone the existence of this
Atman basing his observation on a fact of universal
intuition. He remarks 'Whoever it be that denies
this Self, It is even his own inalienable essence' (SBh.
1-1-4; 2-3-7).
.
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8. That this Witnessing Principle is of the nature
of consciousness and the Universal Self of all beings, is
a unique teaching of Vedanta. The following Sruti
declares this in the most unmistakable terms: "One and
the same Shining One (Deva), is hid in all beings, the
omnipresent, the inmost Self of all beings, the Overlord
of all acts, presiding over all beings, the Witnessing
Consciousness, One, and without attributes" (Sve.
6- 11). Anyone who can take his stand in this Witness
can be convinced of the appropriateness of the various
characteristic epithets used in this Vedic text.
9. It is impossible that there should be two selves
for one and the same body (SBh. 1-2-20), for l\tman'
means one's own nature'(SBh. 1-1-6). While the term
'Atman' is well-known to denote one's own self, there
are some who hold that there is a Supreme
Self(Paramatman) distinct from our individual self, and
that we are each distinct from that Supreme Self. Evidently they are doing violence to the common signification of the term 'Atman' and foisting an unusual
meaning on it. They are also thereby treating the
Supreme Self as the non-self and an object, thus imputing to that Self the characteristics of external objects
and rendering it an impermanent thing. It is not possible
even to conceive of anything other than our individual
self as our own self. Sruti says "He is the un-seen seer,
un-heard hearer, un-thought thinker, un-understood
understander. There is no seer other than he, there is
no hearer other than he, there is no thinker other than
he, there is no understander other than he. This is your
Self, the Inner Controller (Antaryamin), the Immortal
One. Anything other than this is ephemeral" (Br. 3-723). Those that torture this Vedic text whose meaning is
quite in consonance with universal intuition by giving it
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any other interpretation, would be court"ing an obstacle
to their own spiritual progress.
10. It is inconceivable that there can be more than
one Witnessing Atman. We all know that ether (Akasa)
is all-pervading. Anything conceived to exist must be in
ethereal space. Now even the mind which cognizes all
this space as its object is itself an object of the Witnessing Consciousness. Can we now say that this all-pervading Witnessing Atman is limited by space and divided
into many? The Upanishads speak of Atman as an allpervading principle: ''As extensive is this physical space,
so extensive is this Akasa (Atman) within the heart"
(Ch. 8-1-3);"Bywhom is pervaded the ether, the heaven
and the earth." (Tai. Na. 1)
11. The Witnessing Principle is other than the self
cognized by the notion of the ego, that is to say, it is of
the nature of changeless Consciousness. So it is neither
the agent nor the object of any act. "Neither something
to be acquired, nor to be rejected, for the very reason
that It is our own Self" (SBh. 1-1- 4); ''All perishable
effects can perish only upto and exclusive of the Purusha
(the Witness). But the Purusha is imperishable, for
there is nothing else extraneous to Him to cause His
destruction. There being nothing else to affect Him, He
is unchangeably eternal, and hence of a nature eternally
pure, conscious and free" (SBh. 1-1-4).
12. This is the sum and substance of the truth
taught by Vedanta: "This Atman is indeed the great,
unborn, undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless Brahman. It is well-known that Brahman is fearless.
Whoever realizes it thus becomes indeed the fearless
Brahman itself" (Br. 4-4-25).
* * *

CHAPTER TWO
NO REAL DISTINCTION OF THE KNOWER,
MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE AND
OBJECT OF ~NOWLEDGE IN BRAHMAN
13. The all.:~itnessing Brahman being inapprehensible, cannot be known through any means of
knowledge. Only an appreh~nsible object can be seen
through the senses. A sensible object has one or more .
of the characteristic properties of sound, touch, colour
or form, taste and smell. But Brahman is devoid of all
these properties. "Soundless, touchless, formless, undecaying ' and tasteless; likewise, eternally odourless,
beginningless, and endless, beyond the Mahat (universal principle of consciousness) and constant, realizing
that, one is freed from the jaws of death (that is, ignorance, desire and action)" (Ka~ 1-3.15)-so says a Sruti
text. It is here stated that this Atman is beginningless
and endless, that is to say, being the witness of both time
and space as well as objective things, He does not begin
or end in time, and that He is changelessly eternal and
beyond all intellect.
14. This principle called Atman is noubject either
of sensuous perception or inference and other valid
means of knowledge. "Now this principle is obviously
not an object of perception since it is devoid of form and
other sensible qualities; nor is it an object of inference
and other means since it is free from any inferential sign
or other perceptible aids of knowledge"(SBh.2- 1-6).
Therefore; observes SaIikara, this has to be known only
by the help ofAgama (revelation) just as the supersen-
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suous Dharma (religious duty and merit) (SBh.2-1-6).
15. The application of the means of knowledge
(PramalJ,ani) necessarily implies the triple distinction of
the knower (Pramatr) , the senses and other means
(PramalJ,a) and the object of knowledge (Prameya). But
the Sruti says, "This inapprehensible constant principle
is to be realized as a uniform entity" (Br. 44-20), 'as a
solid mass of consciousness, homogeneous, continuous
without any break whatsoever like the all-pervading
ether' as Acarya SaIikara explains it (Br.Bh. 4-4-20).
16. Well, it may be asked, even if the external
senses will not do, would not at least the intellect \be
necessary to know it? How else could we know it if not
through the mind? Quite true. "Through the mind
alone, one has to see it" says the Sruti, "There is no
diversity whatsoever in it. Whosoever sees as though
there were any diversity in itgoes from death to death"
(Br. 4-4-19). Ordinarily the mind habitually sees only
diversity; but in the opinion of SaI'lkara, (GBh. 2--21) it
becomes a competent means of seeing the Atman free
from all distinctions when it is purified by means of
initiation from revelation and teacher (Sdstra and
Acarya), as well as by disciplinary aids like the control
of the mind and the senses (Sama and dama ).1
17. It might be doubted whether the mind can ever
transcend its nature of perceiving duality, whatever be
the degree of purification it might undergo. Is it ever
possible for one to know the Self without being aware
at the same time of the distinctions inextricably involved in the process of knowing? He must necessarily
be conscious of being the knower, of the mind as the
1. Even then it cannot objectify Atman. It can know Him only
by intuition, when it is merged in Him. Set the next para.
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means of knowledge and of the Self as the object of
knowledge. The distinctions will be there at least, even
if he be not aware of them at the time. Of course, this
objection is quite valid from the empirical stand-point.
But when we have actually realized the possibility of
knowing the non-dual Self, there can be no reasonable
ground for any such doubt. Then we shall have been
convinced of the sole reality of the Self as well as of the
misconception on which the distinction of the knower
and the known rests. This fact has been thus disclosed
by Gaudapadacarya, the grand-preceptor (Paramaguru) of Sailk~racarya. "When the mind becomes aware
of the sole reality of Atman, then it reaches the state of
no-mind, for it cannot grasp anything when there is
nothing to grasp for it"(GK. 3-32). Acarya Sailkara
observes, that just as fire ceases to burn when there is
no fuel to burn, so also when following up the teaching
of the Sast{a and Acarya, the truth dawns that Atman is
the only Reality and everything else is only a false appearance conveyed through mere words. Then the mind
ceases to conceive there being nothing to conceive, and
thus becomes no mind. So realization of the unreality of
the distinction of knowledge and its object notwithstanding its appearance, is what is really meant by
transcending all distinctions.
18. 'Is it right to regard the distinction of the
knower, the means of knowledge and the object of
knowledge as unreal, while it is a fact of universal experience?' it may be asked. But an appearance within
the experience of all need not be necessarily real. It is
natural for all men, sometimes to mistake the mother of
pearl for silver, or for those suffering from cataract or
some other kindred clouded eye-sight to see two moons
where there is only one. But nobody would insist on that
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account that there is actual silver or the additional moon
in these instances. So while it is true that the distinction
of the means and object of knowledge is a fact of experience common to all, it is only a case of natural
super-imposition (adhyasa), a misconception of something for another like the perception of apparent silver
in the mother of pearl or of the second moon, in the
instances cited above. The mutual super-imposition of
the self and the not- Self on each other, is calledAvidya.
"Basing themselves on the presupposition of this
mutual super-imposition of the Self and the not-Self,
named Avidya " says SaIi.kara "proceed all activities of
ordinary life as well as those prescribed by the Vedas"
(ABh. SBh.).
19. The illusion of silver in the mother of pearl, or
of the second moon, is not universal, whereas the distinction of knowledge and its object is a fact of universal
experience. Would it not be a total abolishment of
human life and activity altogether if we should dismiss
as unreal distinctions universally recognized as real in
common life? This misgiving need not deter us from
knowing the truth. For if the idea of the distinction of
knowledge and its object is really unfounded, its rejection cannot be regarded as a bold venture. That the
distinction appears to be real to all cannot make it
necessarily real as a matter of fact. There are many
universal illusions and hallucinations such as the sun's
apparent movement, the blueness of the sky and so on.
Nor need we fear that all human transactions would
come to an end if philosophers should decide, on a
careful analysis, that the distinction is unreal. ''All ideas
and activities can continue to be regarded as valid and
real until one realizes one's identity with Brahman, just
as the ideas and activities of a dream are regarded valid
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and real before waking. (To explain):- As long as the
knowledge of the unity of the One Real Atman has not
dawned, it never strikes anyone that the effects of the
nature of means of knowledge, object of knowledge as
well as the resultant knowledge, are all unreal. Far
rather, every individual regards only effects (such as
one's body, children & c.) in the relation of me and mine
through ignorance totally oblivious of his inherent identity with Brahman. Therefore all proceedings whether
of ordinary life or based on scripture, can very well go
on undisturbed so long as one does not wake to one's
identity wit~ Brahman. The case is quite analogous to
that of a common"man dreaming, while seeing a variety
of things, feels up to the time of waking, quite certain
that he actually perceives those things never suspecting
for the moment that it is only an illusory perception"
(SBh.2-1-14).
20. An objection may naturally arise here. Even
though perception and other means of knowledge do
appear really to function in the dream state, they are all
falsified as soon as we awake. Can we conclude, on such
a self-betraying evidence, that the never-sublated
waking perception and other means of knowledge
within the experience of aU, are the result of a misconceived phantasy? And, after all, what is"gained by such
a bold-faced dismissal of all the means of knowledge?
The reply is that while a dream is falsified only in the
waking state, we need not wait for any other succeeding
state, to realize that the idea of the means of knowledge
etc. is indeed real only for the ignorant. An analysis of
the functioning of perception and other pram(1)as will
quite do to bring it home to us. Acarya SaIikara has
concisely expressed all that is involved in the process in
a single sentence: "No one can possibly be a knower
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unless he entertains the notion that the body, the senses
and so on, are either identical with or belong to him, and
the means of knowledge can never function without a
knower" ( ABh. SBh.). It follows that perception and
other means are valid oIlly for the ignorant.
The body is an object of the Witnessing Consciousness. Evidently one cannot be identical with the
body, the object of his own consciousness, nor can the
senses ever dependent on the body be regarded as
belonging to one-self. In other words, unless one wrongly takes the body to be one's self and the senses as one's
own, one cannot regard oneself as the knower, the
employer of the means of knowledge, who desires to
know an object. Now the intuition ofthis fact entitles us
to conclude that all distinction of knowledge and its
object is only a false appearance proceeding from ignorance. And when this realization is reached, the
knowledge of the sole reality of the all-witnessing
Atman immediately emerges. "Thus this innate superimposition of the nature of misconception is beginningless and endless and primarily responsible for the
notion of agent and enjoyer as is well-known to all
people. All Vedantas have been revealed in order to
destroy this cause of all evil by the attainment of the
knowledge of the sole reality of Atman" (ABh. SBh.).
By means of the knowledge attained through this teaching, this evil effect of ignorance is absolutely removed
and we take our stand in our real Atman, which is the
highest goal of human life.
*

*

*

CHAPTER THREE
SASTRA THE ONE MEANS OF
SELF-KNOWLEDGE
21. It might be objected that if all distinction of
means of knowledge and its object be unreal, we shall
have no means by which to know the Self, and since the
existence of a thing has to be ascertained by some means
of knowledge, it follows that we cannot be assured even
of the existence of our own self. Nihilism would thus be
triumphant without any opposition. This objection is
not valid because the Veda is the exclusive means of
knowing the Atman. As the Brahma:r;m passage declares
"No one who has not understood the Veda can know
that Great One"(Tai. Bra. 3-12-2-7). And we have already adduced the text "It is about that Purusha of the
Upanishads, that I ask thee" (Br. 3-9-26) to show that
Atman is revealed in the Upanishads alone.
22. The Vedas are also known as the 'Sdstras'. How
are we to take the Sastra to be a right means of
knowledge? This question has been variously answered.
Some are of the opinion that the Sastra has to be
believed to be an authority, just as we put faith in the
testimony of experts (dptavdkya). That would imply the
dependence of the Sastra on some other source of right
knowledge fo'r its veracity. If some one were to assure
us that there are five fruits on the other bank of a river,
tpe truth of that statement would have to be verified by
actual perception or some other means of right
knowledge. Similarly if we followed this school of
thought, Vedic statements would require ratification by
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some other accepted means of right knowledge. Others
declare that the Vedas must be taken to be reliable
inasmuch as they are a message from the omniscient
God. In that case the Vedas cannot be taken to be the
word of God before the existence of God is itself established. If it is insisted that God is to be known only by
the Vedas, that would be arguing in a vicious circle, God
being the guaranty for the authority of the Vedas while
the Vedas in their turn are our testimony for the existence of God. The Mlmamsakas aver that the Vedas are
a means of right knowledge since they are not of human
origin. Their idea is that while a statement carries its
own validity, it is possible that it is tainted by the faults
of the person who makes that statement. In the case of
the Vedas, however, nobody knows their author. Srutis
and Smrtis declare that the Vedas are beginningless and
endless. So the Mimamsakas conclude that the Vedas
not being of human origin are a valid means of
knowledge. While the orthodox section of our
countrymen admit this, the Buddhists and the Jains do
not. The followers of the Vedas do admit that these
revelations have come to us through certain ~shis,
notwithstanding the fact that their authorship is not
ascertained. If followers of any other faith should happen to claim likewise that their accepted revelation is
not of human origin either, then, in case of a conflict of
statements, disagreement may naturally arise as to
which of the two revealed texts is the one indisputably
valid. Even if others may not claim super-human origin
to the revelation of their own faith, questions may arise
as to whether ~r not a statement must be accepted as
valid simply because it is not of human origin; whether
it is binding on us to believe in the existence of a text
not human in origin, or whether, being but a statement
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just like any other, it should not be inferred to be of
human authorship likewise. There is room for many
such differences of opinion on such points, if we are
asked to accept the position of this school.
Now in regard to this matter, Sailk~ra is found
to accept the individual view-point of the school with
whom he happens to discuss for the time being, and
generally speaking, he is seen to adopt the view of the
Mimamsakas in particular when he has to deal wIth
Vedic teaching from the empirical standpoint. But in
considering the validity of the Vedas with regard to
Atman, he has put forward a unique principle of interpretation which deserves to be specially kept in view.
"Express statement and other textual aids (such as indicatory expression, syntactical relation and so on) are
not the only means of valid knowledge in the case of the
enquiry into the nature of Brahman (Brahma- jijfidsd)
as they indeed are in the case of the enquiry into
religious duty (Dharma- jijfidsd). But intuition (anubhava) 1 and such others (as reasoning) should also,
where possible, be taken 'to be the means in this case.
For the knowledge of Brahman is to culminate in a final
intuition and relates to an already existing entity" (SBh.
1-1-2). Again "In the case of religious duty, direct statement by the text and the Jike would be the only means
of knowledge, because no experience is needed in support and because a duty to be accomplished depends
entirely on the will of the person doing it" (SBh. 1-1- 2).
The Self, however, is something already existent and not
. 1. The original Sanskrit term (anubhava) covers the whole
r,ange of sensuous experience, psychic experience as well as supramental intuition by means of which we directly intuit the three states
of waking, dream and sound sleep.
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something to be accomplished. Hence the knowledge of
the Self has to culminate in experience. Although the
Vedas declare that heaven &c. are attained through the
performance of certain religious works, these resultants, heaven &c. are not within the range of experience.
A doubt may possibly be entertained regarding the fruit
of a religious rite as to whether or not it would accrue,
since the result is not expected to be within the doer's
direct experience. But the fruit of knowledge of Atman
is quite within one's immedi'!te intuition, inasmuch as
the Sruti says "Brahman is that which is immediate and
not indirect" (Br.3-3-32). Hence SaIikara's dictum that
"the Veda is absolutely valid with regard to its subjectmatter just as the sun is the one direct means of throwing
light on the form of an object, whereas human statements are in need of another means of corroboration
and are also intercepted by the memory of the person
making the particular statement and hence they are
further removed from what they express" (SBh. 2-1-1).
Obviously this applies with greater force to the question of knowledge of the Self than that of religious duty.
23. Perception and other means of knowledge are
self-valid. No one would think of proving the validity of
perception by a course of reasoning. Perception and
other pram(1)as are deemed valid for the very reason
that they yield us certain and unfalsified knowledge in
their. respective spheres. Similarly the Vedantic text
supplies us with perfectly certain knowledge of Atman
. never to be sublated subsequently. Hence the St1stra is
to be considered a valid means of knowledge just because it is efficient to give us the realization of Atman.
Its validity requires no support from reason. "Since the
knowledge of Atman produces its own fruit instantaneously, its validity can never be impugned; nor is the
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validity of the Sastra dependent upon inference"
(SBh.1-1-4).
24. Is it not self-contradictory to assert that Atman
is no object of any means of knowledge and to claim at
the same time that the Sdstra is the one means of knowing Atman ? No, because the Sastra reveals Atman as
self-effulgent and hence not an object of any knowledge.
It does not claim that it is the only means of objectifying
Atman. "It is well known that Atman is no adventitious
thing for anyone of us, for He is Self-evident: One's
own self is not to be ascertained for one-self by some
means of knowledge, for it is for his ascertainment of
unknown external objects that means of knowledge are
to be employed " (SBh. 2-3-7). External objects can
never be known except through instruments of
knowledge, but Atman is a self-established entity prior
to the very idea of objects and means of knowing them.
25. If the Sastra does not specifically reveal Atman
as its object, how can we regard it as a valid means of
knowledge concerning Atman? This objection is not
well-founded, for "The Sastra aims at the removal of
distinctions conceived by ignorance. (To explain:) The
Sastra does not attempt to define Brahman as such and
such an object. Aiming as it does to reveal Brahman as
never objectifiable because of its being the inmost subjective Self, the Sastra only removes all the idea of
distinctions conceived by ignorance, such distinctions
for instance, as of the knowable, knower and
knowledge. The Sdstra is to be considered a valid means
of knowledge only in so far as it does this". (SBh. 1-1-4)
26. Since the Sdstra is itself of the nature of
speech, how can it be affirmed that Atman is beyond all
speech? It is evident that this objection cannot rear its
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head after what has already been said abDve, fDr the
Sastra dDes nDt functiDn as a fDrm .of descriptive speech
with regard tD Atman. "Even revelatiDn makes Atman
knDwn tD us .only by negating the functiDn .of a knDwer
.or .of any means .of knDwledge in his case. 'Seen by
whDm, and by what means? KnDw whDm and by what
means?' it asks, 'Where everything is Atman alDne?' It
dDes nDt assume the usual descriptive fun(tiDn .of
speech which rests .on the presumptiDn .of the relatiDn
.of wDrds and things denDted by them"(Br.BhA-4-20).
27. Diving deeper into the matter, we find that
each and every means .of right knDwledge can .only end
by remDving the ignDrance .of its particular DiJject, fDr it
can never directly shed light .on anything.by .objectifying
it. "ThDse, hDwever, WhD think that the means .of
knDwledge .operates .on a jar by prDducing a resultant
knDwledge besides remDving ignDrance cDncerning it,
are really claiming that an act .of cutting a IDg .of WDDd
intD pieces, .operates upDn either piece besides undDing
the cDhesiveness .of the parts .of the IDg tD be cut"
(Ma. Bh.7).TherefDre every means .of knDwledge has
the .only functiDn .of remDving the mis-cDnceptiDn abDut
its .object. The Sdstra tDD can very well be a pramdlJa in
this legitimate sense.
28. One .outstanding difference between the
Sdstra and the .other means .of knDwledge, is that while
the latter dispel the ignDrance envelDping their respective .objects in particular, they never assure the knDwer
.of the destructiDn .of all ignDrance fDr gDDd; whereas the
Sdstra pulls up all ignDrance by the roDtS, "The ultimate
means .of knDwledge (tD wit~ the Sdstra) remDves the
knDwing nature itself super-impDsed .on Atman, and
simultaneDusly with that remDval, it ceases tD be a
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means of knowing just "as the means of dreamknowledge ceases to be such on waking" (GBh.2-69).
From the standpoint of common sense, "The "
Self as knower is necessarily taken for granted before
seeking for the means of knowledge. Nobody indeed
ever thinks of proving himself to be such and such
before proceeding to determine the nature of an
object" (GBh. 2-18). Similarly PramdlJiis are necessarily presumed to be really means of right knowledge by
every investigator who seeks for them to determine the
nature of objects. Hence the concept of one's being the
knower lies at the root of all human conduct based on
primeval ignorance. But the Sdstra reveals that the very
fact of Atman being a knower rests onAvidyd. So, when
the self is no longer a knower, the PramaJ.las are no
PramaJ.las and without PramaJ.las there can be no object
to be determined. Hence when the Sdstra enlightens" us
on the non-dual nature of Atman "all has been reduced
to the one Self who is to see, what object and by what
moons? Who is to know what and by what means?"
"(Br.4-5-15). The very notion of these discrete elements
of knowledge is effaced at the dawn of this unifying
knowledge of Atman just as our dream-notion of the
distinction of the knower, the knowable and knowledge
is sublated as soon as we awake. Inasmuch as the Sdstra
thus abolishes the very nature of all means of knowledge
as such, it has been called 'antya- pramdIJa~ the final
means of knowledge. And the Sdstra being itself a
means of knowledge just like any other PramdIJa ceases
to be such as soon as the knowledge of the One Atman
makes its appearance, in the same way as dream-means
of knowledge fade away on waking. Hence the Sruti says
'The Vedas become no Vedas' (Br.4-3-22) when one
·takes one's stand in Atman.
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29. Perception and other sources of knowledge do
throw light on their respective objects and continue to
be valid so long as our notion of perceptive and discursive knowledge obtains. The Sruti likewise reveals the
true nature of Atman, as that is its legitimate sphere of
functioning. Only in this case,all notion of recognizing
things by particular means is altogether ~bolished. It is
clear that there is really no conflict between the Sastra
and the other means of knowledge such as perception,
for as Acarya SaIikara says "The several means hold
sway only in their respective spheres"(Br. Bh. 2-1-20).
30. It might be objected that since the
Upanishadic teaching implies at least the unavoidable
distinction of the teaching, the teacher and the taught,
the non-dual Absolute transcending all distinctions can
never possibly be established. But this objection does
not hold water. For as GaudapdiJa remarks "This distinction is only admitted as a device at the first step for
the convenience of instruction. When the truth is
known, however, it will be found that no distinction of
the kind is real as such" (GK. 1-18). The validity of the
Sastra as a means of the knowledge of non-duality thus
remains quite intact.

*

*

*

CHAPTER FOUR
REASON SUBSERVIENT TO SELF-REALIZATION
31. It is stated in the Brhadaral!yaka Upanishad
that Yajfiavalkya instructed his wife Maitreyf in the
knowledge of Atman in these words "Atman, verily, my
dear, is to be seen by listening to teaching about Him,
by thinking over His nature and by contemplation" (Br.
2-4-5). And in the Chan<J6gya, it is taught that just as
the intelligent reflective man in the story reached his
country Gandhara after enquiries made on the strength
of the instruction received from a wayfarer, so also, one
who has had due instruction from a teacher can realize
Atman (Ch. 6-14-2). It follows from this that an aspirant
should make use of reasoning as well as revelation from
the Sruti for the purpose of realization.
32. Those who are able to arrive at the truth by the
teaching of the Sruti alone, do not of course stand in
need of any reasoning, since they have reached the goal.
For such as have fully grasped the meaning of the two
words 'That' and 'thou' used in the sentence "That thou
art" -require nothing more to understand what the sentence means. "But in the case of those who are hindered
by ignorance, doubt or miscon~eption from having a
correct appraisal of the signification of these words, the
sentence 'That thou art' cannot possibly convey its true
import. For understanding the meaning of a proposition
pre-supposes the understanding of the meaning of the
terms involved in it. Such aspirants, therefore, would
require repeated study of the Sastra as well as application of reasoning ancillary to it" (SBh. 4-1-2). Accord-
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ingly the Sruti says "This Atman is not accessible to
many even for hearing about, and many there be who
know Him not, even after a study of the Sdstra" (Ka.
1-2-7).
33. "It is beyond speculation, for it is subtler than
the subtlest" (Ka. 1-2~8). "This knowledge is not to be
had through speculation" (Ka. 1-2-9) nor can it be
refuted by speculation. So says the SrutL At first sight,
it . would appear from this pronouncement, that
knowledge of Atman has nothing to do with reason. But
the Sruti only m<!ans that Atman is not within the reach
of dry reasoning which is not based upon the instruction
of a teacher initiated in the traditional method of imparting the knowledge. Accordingly it has been
declared "There cannot be any failure to understand it,
when it is communicated by one who has become identical with Atman" (Ka. 1-2-8). Again "It can be well
understood when taught only by an Acarya other than
the ordinary ratiocinist" (Ka. 1-2-9). Agama is the
peculiar traditional method of efficacious teaching by
virtue of which the aspirant is enabled to see his identity
with Atman. The Sruti (Ch. 6-14-2) relating to the intelligent and reflective man of Gandhara (referred to in
para 31) demands the aid of reasoning ancillary to such
teaching. Hence that text is not in conflict with the one
which rules out speculation unsupported by this means
of right knowledge.
34. The Sanskrit term 'tarka' has been used in
different senses by different schools of thought. Some
give that appellation to syllogistic inference. There
ought to be fire on the yonder hill, for we see smoke
there. Since we actually guess the existence offire in this
inference, the name 'tarka' may well be applied to it. An
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additional reasoning may also be advanced in support
of this inference. 'No smoke would be visible if there
were no fire there.' This reasoning substantiating the
original inference has been also termed 'Tarka' by'the
Naiydyikas. But neither of these two kinds of reasoning
is meant in the text 'It is to be thought over and
contemplated' (Br. 2-4-5). "For the truth relating to this
Reality which is conducive to final release is too deep
even for a conjecture without revelation" (SBh. 2-1-11) .
. Enquiry into Brahman demands primarily the consideration of Vedantic text and, as subservient to it,
reasoning not in discord with it.
35. The difference between the reasoning
proposed by the Sruti and mere speculation.is this: The
reasoning recommended by the Sruti being meant to be
conducive to intuitive experience is never in conflict
with experience. Independent reasoning, however, is
merely the outcome of the conjecture of one's own
mind. "Speculation is unbridled .... It is impossible to
expect finality from speculations, for men's minds are
diversely inclined" (SBh. 2-1-11).
3·6. Is it not itself a reason to argue that no reasoning is final since certain speculations have not arrived at
finality? And reason approved by Sruti is in any case
reason to be sure. For otherwise the injunction 'It must
be reflected upon' (Br. 2-4-5), would be meaningless.
Such being the case, what is'there anything peculiar to
it which makes it superior to other reasonings?
Logicians too base their reasoning on something found
true to experience 'From the known to the unknown' is that not a principle to be acquiesced in by all?
Our reply to all this is as follows: Non-Vedic
reasoning proceeds on some basic principle assumed in
each individual case. But all do not subscribe to the
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basic assumption of a particular school. Even in cases
where the fundamentals may appear unassailable for
the present, there is no guarantee that they will continue
to be so for all future. For instance, the doctrine of the
pradhana (p'rimordial matter) of the Sankhy~, and the
doctrine of the paramd~us (atoms) of the VaiSeshikas,
have been assumptions based upon mere speculation.
These fundamental postulates not being universally
accepted, conclusions drawn from arguments based
upon them have likewise failed to command universal
acceptance. Similarly the fundamentals postulated by
the Buddhists, the iains and the various schools of
Western thought, have all been questioned. Sastraic
reasoning on the other hand, is based on universal intuition which can never be challenged. For instance, the
teaching that the inmost Witnessing Principle in us is
our own Self can never be gainsaid by anyone, for It is
the Self of even the would-be denier. "Besides, Atman
cannot possibly be denied, for the simple reason that It
is one's own Self" (SBh. 2-3-7). That is why the reason
proposed by the Sruti, claims superiority over any other
ordinary speculative reason. It is based upon universal
experience while the other speculations are barren
since, they have no such support. Therefore no dry
reasoning can be admitted here under the pretext that
there is a text recommending reason" (SBh. 2-1-6).
37. It is true that other schools ofthought likewise
claim to base their arguments on experience; but that
so-called experience does not cover the whole ground
of life. Reason based upon that partial experience cannot stand the onslaught of a higher reasoning based
upon a wider experience. "For we see that there is
conflict of opinion among system-founders of even
recognized fame for mental eminence like Kapila and
Ka~ada" {~Bh. 2-1-11). So we cannot take that all of
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them have given us correct ideas of truth and reality,
for such mutually contradictory doctrines cannot all be
absolute truth. "Right knowledge ought to be uniform
throughout, since it must conform to an existent fact.
That is to be considered real which consistently maintains its self-identity, and knowledge of that reality, is
commonly called right knowledge, as for instance, the
knowledge that fire is hot" (SBh. 2-1-11).
There have been a number of schools of
speculative thought, both in our own country and in the
west, which have each built different systems of their
own, and there is scope for many more such schools to
appear in the future. "But it would not be possible to
assemble all the speculators of the past, present and
future times at one place or time so that we might de.cide
by their consensus of opinion that a particular conclusion is the ultimate truth in respect of anyone fact to
be regarded as real" (SBh. 2-1-11), whence it follows
that no speculative thinker can be taken to have said the
last word on the matter. "The Veda, on the other hand,
being eternal and always capable of yielding the same
knowledge, may be justly relied upon to let us know
Reality as it is, and that universal knowledge which
arises from it cannot be assailed by any of the
speculators of the past, present or future" (SBh. 2-111). This is because the Vedic reasoning takes into account the entire range of the knowable and examines all
the three sta tes of experience, to wit, waking, dream and
deep sleep. "These three states have been called 'the
knowable', because there cannot be any thing knowable
which falls outside the three, since the postulates of the
advocates of any other sthool must necessarily be included in one or the other of these states" (GK. Bh.
4-88). Hence the Vedic dialectic whiCh arrives at the

l
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final conclusion after an examination of all the three
states is based upon the most comprehensive experience. This experience being in entire harmony with
that of persons of all places and times, Vedic reasoning
based upon it is the only one that can be accepted as
infallible.
38. Even the Vedic reasoning employed to ascertain the nature of Atman does involve duality of course.
This is so because "Even the unreal forms of Atman due
to upadhis (concomitant conditions) are provisionally
assumed as though they were a property of Atman to be
known; this, however, is only a device just to make us
aware of the existence of Atman" (GBh. 13-13). This
dual characteristic is, however, invariably shown subs_equent!y not to belong to Atman as a matter of fact.
Acarya SaIikara quotes in this context the maxim of the
experts in the traditional method of right teaching.
"That which is really devoid of all plurality has to be
. explained by the method of superimposition and subsequent rescission" (GBh. 13-13). It is this method of
provisional attribution and subsequent abrogation that
is followed by the Sruti while it approves reasoning
referring to the triad of states, causality and the like.
This makes it clear how the employment of logic involving duality, does not adversely affect Advaita.
39. Two examples have been cited in the SiitraBhashya to illustrate the kind of Vedantic reasoning
based on universal intuition.(l)"Since waking and
dream exclude each other, the Self is unaccompanied by
them, and since in the state of deep sleep He leaves the
phenomenal world behind and becomes one with Pure
Being, He is really of the nature of Pure Being altogether free from the world of plurality. (2)As the
world comes forth from Brahman it cannot be different
from Brahman in accordance with the principle of the
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effect being not different from the cause"(SBh. 2-1-6).
Sankara's reference to 'reasoning of this type' in this
connection may be taken to cover the method of the
samanya-visesha (the universal and the particular) as
well as the reasoning based on the pf,liica-koshas (the
five sheaths). As one example of the former may be cited
the argument that "as everything is unfailingly accompanied by Pure Consciousness it must essentially be
Pure Consciousness itself. By the perception of sound
in general produced by the beating of the drum, the
particular notes coming under the class are also perceived, for as particulars they have no independent
existence of their own. So also no particular thing either
in waking or dream can be perceived as distinct from
Consciousness" (Br.Bh. 2-4-7). As for 'the five sheaths'
made up of food, vital air, mind, intellect and blissful
feeling, since they are each penetrated by the succeeding inner sheath, and Atman is the most all- pervading
innerlI}ost principle, none of the sheaths has any being
of its own apart from Him. Here in the first of the four
examples mentioned above, the three states are
provisionally assumed to belong to the Self. In the
second, Brahman is taken to be the cause of the world,
and in the third, it is regarded as a genus, while in the
fourth pervasiveness and the nature of being the inmost
of all are temporarily ascribed to the Self for the sake of
facilitating instruction. Of course, all these attributions
are subsequently rescinded when Pure Reality comes to
be pointed out. 1
40. It is sometimes argued that acceptance of
1. In the English Introduction to the Sanskrit work 'VedontaPrakriyo-Pratyabijtid' it has been explained at great length how this
method, called the Adhydr6pa-Apavdda Nydya, illustrates the

central theme of the Upanishads and convincingly reconciles all
apparently conflicting doctrines in these Sacred Books.
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Advaita as the ultimate reality would run counter to
perception, inference, and the portion of the Vedas
enjoining rituals. Moreover, there would be no teacher
of Advaita; neither the teaching nor anyone to be taught
according to the system which assumes Absolute Nondualism. If all this be allowed, would not the Advaitic
Sruti prove suicidal to its own validity besides abolishing the universally accepted canons of evidence?
Now all this is only bad logic. For we have
already shown that Atman is no object of perception or
inference. True, the Karma- kd1J.da (Portion of the Veda
prescribing religious works) pre-supposes the distinction of action, its means and results. But "a man naturally takes for granted the distinction of action, its means
and results projected by avic!yd, just as it obtains in
ordinary life. Taking his stand on that distinction, he is
engaged in adopting whatever is, in general, the means
to accomplish something good and to avoid anything
which is bad. But he has no idea of what particular
means tend to what particular ends, desirable or undesirable. The Sruti only informs him ofthat means. But
it says nothing about either the reality or unreality of the
distinction of actions, means and results well-known in
common life, nor does it try to prevent him from
proceeding in that line" (Br. Bh. 2-1-20). So no means
of knowledge is invalidated if Advaita is taken to be the
ultimate Reality. For as already remarked (in para 29),
"The means of right knowledge are dominant in their
respective individual spheres (and not elsewhere)"
(Br.Bh. 2-1-20). "When unconditioned Brahman is
taken to be the sole reality, there is certainly no teaching, no teacher, and no end to be achieved by understanding the teaching" (Br.Bh.2-1-20). And hence no
charge of contradiction can be laid at the door of
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Advaita. Nor can it be objected that the teaching of the
Sas tra would be fruitless in the case of one who has
realized Advaita, for one who has known the truth, has
nothing else to know. "Even in ordinary life, no means
of proof is seen to urge one to seek knowledge again
about anything when once it has been known" (GBb. 2-(f).
41. Even the mutual opposition and attempted
refutation of the speculative systems, indirectly prove
the truth of Ad va ita. For the schools presume duality to
be real and put forward the claims of .their respective
theories and try to confute those of the other schools.
Not one of them has been so far able to defend itself
against all attacks and to convince all others of the truths
of its own position. It follows that duality as such is the
one fertile source of all conflict, and fallacies are inevitable if it is taken to be real. On the other hand, there
is none to dispute the reality of the Atman of Advaita,
-for He is the very Self of every one as Intuitive Consciousness. It is from this view-point that Sankara
quotes a traditional fi6ka which purports to say that
"The knower of Vedic teaching, leaves the cause of
disagreement exclusively to the disputants themselves,
and rests in perfect peace, because of the consciousness
of reality safe-guarded by them all" (Pra. Bh. 6-3).

*

*

*

CHAPTER FIVE
SPIRITUAL CONCENTRATION

43. '~tman verily, my dear MaitreyI, is to be seen
by listening to teaching about Him, by thinking over and
by contemplation. By seeing Atman verily, through listening, thinking over and assimilation, my dear, all this
becomes knowl1:" (Br. 2-4-5). So has Yajflavalkya
enumerated the means of self-realization to his wife
MaitreyL Acarya SaIikara explains this passage as follows: "First one has to listen to teaching about Him by
the teacher as well as the Sdstra. Then one has to think
over the teaching by reasoning. Then one has to contemplate upon the Reality. For thus it is that He is seen
when these disciplines of listening, reasoning and contemplation are all accomplished. When these are all
harmonized, then and then only, the true vision of the
One Brahman is achieved and not otherwise, by mere
listening" (Br. Bh. 2-4-5).
By 'mere listening' in the above Bhashya, is
meant listening which is not in harmony with thinking
and contemplation. Any and every kind of interpretation does not constitute real listening. One must listen
to the instruction of a teacher familiar withAgama (the
traditional method of efficacious teaching). And then
one must reflect upon what has been listened to, and
harmonize the teaching with reasoning, so as to clear all
doubts and difficulties about it. Much more valuable
than either of these is nididhydsana (contemplation),
for it is the final means of corroborating the teaching by
one's own experience. It is also known as vijiidna (special knowledge, assimilation). It is note-worthy that in
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the above quotation, vijiiana is given as a synonym for
nididhyasana. And in the Chan<;!ogya, it has been taught
"He is to be sought out, He is to be known". 'Seeking'
there is but listening and thinking over here referred to;
for there can be no other way of actually seeking out
one's own self. And" 'vijijiiasitavyah' there means that
one should know Atman in a special way, that is to know
Him through one's own intuition" (Ch.Bh.8-7-1).
44. Listening, thinking over and contemplation,
all the three are the means to attain immediate
knowledge of Atman; when we talk of Brahmajiiana or
Atmajiiana, the word jiiana, does not signify either the
act or the means of knowing. Knowledge involved in the
wordjijiidsa (wish to know or enquiry) is the resultant
knowledge or final intuition, Iiiapti. "The object of
desire denoted by the desiderative suffix (the ending in
the word jijiiasa) is the knowledge resulting in avagati
(final intuitive consciousness), for desire aims at a
result. It is Brahman that is desired to be intuited by
jiiana the means of final knowledge. And it is the intuitive knowledge of Brahman which is the highest goal of
man, because it destroys, once for all, Avidya and other
evils which are the seed of samsara" (SBh. 1-1-1).
"Reflection and contemplation are both meant for the
intuitive knowledge"(SBh. 1-1-4). Now this intuitive
knowledge is exactly what is meant by seeing Atman.
And so there remains nothing to be done after seeing
Atman. Everything becomes known when the Atman is
thus seen, for there is nothing else independent of
Atman. All action, means of action, and ends are due to
Avidya (misconception), just as the snake in the rope is
the result of a misconception of the rope. Hence the
Sru ti says "Everything becomes known (when Atman is
seen)" (Br. Bh.2-4-5).
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45. Listening (study of the teaching), thinking
over and contemplation are the means for the intuitive
vision of Atman. "Since listening and the 9ther means
are to culminate in the vision, they must bear fruit in this
very life in the same way as enjoined acts such as pounding paddy are to end in the appearance of rice-grains"
(SBh. 4-1-1). Hence it follows that listening and other
courses of discipline are to be pursued till the vision of
Atman ensues. "But in the case of those who are endowed with an adroit mind unhindered by ignorance,
doubt, or misconception, the futility of repetition of
these disciplines must certainly be admitted, since they
would be able to intuit the meaning of the text 'That
thou art' even when it is taught to them but once" (SBh.
4-1-2). Such aspirants are qualified in the highest sense
for the teaching of Vedanta.
46. Upasana (meditation) and Nididhyasana (contemplation) are both terms denoting preparatory
species of discipline. "Upasana and nididhyasana are
means of mental acts involving a repeated process"
(SBh. 4-1-1). Only, nididhyasana is a particular species
of upasana having a result to be experienced in this very
life. ''As for the upasanas which are meant for perfect
knowledge, the limit of their application is of course
quite determined since they are to end in a visible effect
just as acts like pounding of the paddy. For it cannot be
insisted that some additional effort is necessary even
after the effect, to wit, right vision of Atman, is
achieved" (SBh. 4-1-12); not so in the case of the other
upasanas, for their practice has to be continued for life,
since the effect is to be experienced only after departure
from the body, and depends on the last thought at the
moment of dying.
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47. The terms upasana and Vedana, may mean
either meditation or knowledge according to context.
For instance in the passage "He who devotes himself
(updste) individually to them he does not know (veda);
for (the Self) will be incomplete when taken singly out
of the whole. Therefore one should take to it (updsua)
as Atman, for all these bec'ome one here" (Br. 1-4-7).
In this text both the terms upasana and vedana are
knowledge of Atman, whereas the self-same words are
used in the sense of meditation (upasana) in this Sruti:
"One should meditate (upasita) upon mind as Brahman,
whoever knows (veda) it thus he shines and warms up
with name and fame, and spiritual splendour" (Ch.318-1,3). Now meditation is an act, while knowledge is
not that. '~n action is that which is enjoined without any
regard to the nature of an existent thing, and which
depends upon the exercise of a person's will ....Although
meditation or flow of thought is a modification of the
mind, yet it is possible for a person either to do or not
to do, or even to do it in a wrong way, since it quite
depends on the will of the person meditating.
Knowledge, on the other hand, is to be effected by some
pramd1)a, and a prama1)a has to conform to the nature
of its object as it is. Knowledge therefore is not something which can be done, left undone or done in the
wrong way at will, for it exclusively depends on an
existent thing and not any Vedic injunction nor on a
person's will" (SBh. 1-1-4). The knowledge of Brahman
as one's own Self, is in fact that consciousness (jfiapti)
which has been already referred to (in para 44) as
lavagati' (intuition). "Consciousness (jfiapti) is identical with Atman and not some thing different therefrom.
Hence it is eternal. The modifications of the mind as an
Upadhi, which passing through the organs of hearing,
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sight &c. assume the forms of objects like sound, arise
at their very inception only as objects of and pervaded
by the consciousness which is Atman. It is for this reason
that they are semblances of At man- Consciousness commonly called by the name of knowledge, are imagined
by people lacking in discrimination to be properties
modifying Atman Himself" (Tai. Bh. 2-1). It is from this
common-sense viewpoint that we can talk of knowledge
as 'arising' in conformity with the nature of its object.
The knowledge of Brahman arising from Vedanta teaching means necessarily a mental modification and as such
it cannot objecti£y Atman. Yet it is called Atma-jiidna
because it reflects the Atman, who is of the nature of
consciousness and it is also in this sense that it is contrasted with meditation as dependent on its object and
not on any injunction or a person's will.
Nididhyasana no doubt is mental too, and it is
also a kind of steady flow of thought enjoined by the
Sruti just as any other upasand is. But the former is a
mental process of focussing one's closest attention in
order to realize the nature of its object. "Come, sit
down, I shall explain it to you. You had better try to
assimilate it by close attention (nididhyasasva)"
(Br. 2-4-4). In this passage Yajfiavalkya in using the
word nididhyasasva evidently exhorts Maitreyi to concentrate her mind upon what he says so that she might
understand the thing without any doubt or difficulty.
48. In the commentary of Sailkaracarya the term
'Yoga' is sometimes seen to be used as a variant for both
upasand and nididhyasand. "The white (sukla) and
other paths to liberation which the Yogins (devotees)
speak of, are not paths to real freedom, for they relate
to worldly life only. They merely lead to the worlds of
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Brahma and other gods, since reference is made in that
context to departing through particular parts of the
body in such terms as 'The Atman departs either
through the eye or through the head, or through any
other opening in the body' (Br. 4-4- 2)" (Br. Bh. 4-4-9).
In this context, evidently, the yogins referred to are
upasakas. "Now will be taught the resultant fruit of
yoga, the realization of the identity of one's Self with
Brahman, leading to the complete cessation of all mundane suffering" (GBh. 6-29). The yoga mentioned here
is nididhyasana or concentrated contemplation. In his
commentary on a particular verse in the Gita, Sankara
remarks that 'dhyana is thinking on the nature of the
Self and yoga is exclusive concentration on the Self'
(GBh. 18- 52). There also the yoga referred to is 'nidi
dhyasana'. And in the Siitra-Bhashya, "Now, as for this
samadhi which is taught in the Vedantas, which aims at
the realization of the Atman of the Upanishads ... " (SBh.
2-3-39), the samadhi to which reference is made is nididhyasana likewise. Samadhi literally means concentration upon the Self. "Moreover, yogins visualize this
Atman, the unmanifest, devoid of all plurality, during
the time of Samradhana, and Samradhana means the
practice of devotion, flow of thought and focussed
attention" (SBh. 3-2-24). In this passage too, taken from
the Siitra-Bhashya, by yogins are meant those who conduct nididhyasana; and samradhana is the process of
practising this kind of contemplation. Again in the Sruti
"The wise one having realized this Deva (Atman)
through theAdhyatma-yoga overcomes both elation and
grief" (Ka. 1-2-12). Sankara explains 'Adhyatma- yoga'
to be "the concentration of the mind which has been
withdrawn from the sense-objects" referring again to
this nididhyasana. And the mano-nigraha (control of the
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mind) which GaudapaQa refers to (GK. 3-40) as resulting in fearlessness and realization of Atman, is nothing
but nididhydsana. If we take note of the fact that in all
such cases nididhydsana is invariably taken to be the
means of realization of Atman, it will be evident that it
is not the 'yoga' practice as taught by Patanjali that is
meant. This should be sufficient to dispel the false notion that nididhydsana should result in 'Nirvikalpa
Samddhi' (trance bereft of all thought constructions)
before knowledge of Atman dawns. When the realization of Atman is achieved through nididhydsana the
mind is transformed into no-mind (amanfbhdva) or
Atman" (GK. 3-31, 32). It does not result in mere 'suppression of the modifications of the mind (cittavrttinirodha) ' as taught by Patafijali.
49. The word 'samtidhi' has been variously interpreted by Sailkara to suit the particular contexts in which
it occurs. "To those who are attached to enjoyment and
power, and whose mind is enticed by the flower of speech
relating to particular rites, the thought of resolve is never
formed in their samddhi" (G. 2-44). Here the Acarya
explains samddhi as the mind in which everything is
deposited for the enjoyment of the person concerned.
In the verse (G .2-53) 'When thy mind now perplexed by
various Srutis stays steadily on the samddhi~ then wilt
thou attain yoga', he takes samtidhi to mean the Atman,
since the mind becomes stable when staying on the
~tman'. And in the sloka "What is the description, 0
Kesava, of the steady-minded one who has taken his
stand in samddhi?" (G.2-54), the Acarya interprets
'samddhisthasya' as of one who has got discrimination
acquired through a balanced mind, or in other words, of
one who has realized Atman as distinguished from all
not-self. Again in commenting on the sentence "Now
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listen to wisd.om concerning the yoga" (G. 2-39), the
Acarya says "wisdom regarding the Karma-yoga or performance of works, and in the yoga of samadhi" meaning nididhyasana otherwise called Dhyana-yoga by the
term samadhi. He has nowhere stated that samadhi,
Savikalpa or Nirvikalpa, (trance with or without
thought-constructions), is the result of nididhyasana. As
for the Sruti, it expressly declares that nididhyasana is a
direct means to intuitive vision of Atman.

*

* *

CHAPTER SIX
THE PURPORT OF THE VEDANTIC TEXTS IS
TO TEACH THE NATURE OF ATMAN

50. Do the Vedanta texts aim at teaching the nature of the Self as identical with Brahman or do they aim
at enjoining some action? It is essential for the orthodox
students of Vedanta.to find out an answer to this important question. For the purposes of this chapter, we shall
suppose that the orthodox are those who believe that
the knowledge arising·out of the Vedantic teaching is
the only means to final liberation. By 'Vedantas 'we mean
the well known Upanishads. Inasmuch as they are also
part and parcel of the Veda, they may be expected to aim
at enjoining something. "Nowhere do we find, nor is it
reasonable to hold, that the Vedic texts serve any purpose unless they have something to do with an
injunction" (SBh. 1-1-4). Such is the prima facie view.
"This innate super-imposition· of the nature of wrong
notion, beginningless and endless as being the occasion
for living beings to conceive themselves as agents and
experiencers of the fruits of their &ctions, is a matter of
common experience. With a view to the destruction of
this cause of all evils, all the Vedantas are begun, in order
to enable one to attain the knowledge of the unity of
Atman" (ABh.SB.). This is Acarya SaIikara's position.
51. Brahman is known only through the Vedanta
Sastra, and the Sastra has the single aim of teaching
Brahman. For "Statements in all Vedantas are uniformly found purporting to teach this" (SBh. 1-1-4). This
uniform aim is visible in a three-fold context. The first
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indication of the purport is that all the Vedantas whether
belonging to 1J.k, Yajus, Sarna and Atharva Veda,
uniformly teach Brahman~ The second indication is that
statements in any particular Upanishad all teach Brahman in a sustained way. And the third one is that the
words in the principal statements have a syntactical
connection only as referring to Brahman. The SaIiskrit
word samanvaya literally means, going in perfect harmony with something, agreement. The aforesaid harmoneous agreement of the various Vedantas, the
agreement of the sentences in each individual
Upanishad and the syntactical agreement of the words
in the principal propositions - this threefold agreement endorses the view that the Vedanta-Sastra purports to teach Brahman only. This has been conclusively
shown in the commentary on ' the aphorism 'Tat tu
samanvayat' (That is because of the agreement ).(\ZS.11-4)
52. Since action is the purport of the Veda
('whatever texts do not relate to it serve no purpose')
(Jai. S. 1-2-1). 'It is well known that it aims at teaching
rituals' (Sa. Bh. 1-2-1)- these statements of Jaimini and
Sabaraswami relate to the enquiry into Karma
(religious work) and justify the validity of the Karmakanl/a of the Veda. But in such texts as "This Atman is
Brahman, the experiencer of everything" (Br. 2-5-19),
teach Brahman alone. '~d it is not proper to interpret
this as teaching something else, while the syntactic
agreement of the words is seen unfailingly to point to
the nature of Brahman" (SBh. 1-1- 4).
53. Although such words as satya (reality) that
constitute texts like "Brahman is Reality, Consciousness and the Infinite ... " (TaL 2-1) syntactically refer to
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Brahman, it is not directly signified by those words.
"Nor is Brahman denoted by the word consciousness.
Nevertheless, it is indicated by the word consciousness
which is really the name of its semblance, a property of
the mind. So with regard to the term 'Reality'. Since
Brahman is altogether devoid of specific characteristics
such as genus, substance etc., It is merely indicated by
the word 'Reality' which ordinarily denotes the objective genus reality, while it is not directly expressed by
that word. Thus 'Reality' and the other words mutually
restrict one another on account of their concatenation,
distinguish Brahman from the objects directly signified
by them, and at the same time serve to point to Brahman
by indirect indication. Thus it is established that Brahman is neither denoted by any word nor directly taught
by means of an ordinary sentence of the form, for instance, of 'The lotus is a blue, large, sweet-smelling
flower'. This is in accordance with the Srutis 'From
which all words return along with the mind having failed
to reach If (TaL 2-9), 'Undefined and having no other
basis' (TaL 2-7)" (TaL Bh. 2-1).
54. It cannot be maintained that Vedantic texts
teach Atman as an agent of action. "For the Sruti 'There,
whom could one see and with what instrument?' (Br.
4-4-15) totally rejects all action, instrument of action as
well as the result of action in the case of Atman" (SBh.
1-1-4).
55. It is not right to think that since Brahman is an
already-existing entity and not an action to be accomplished, it ought to be accessible to some means of
knowledge other than SrutL "Though Brahman is an
existing entity, it cannot be the object of perception or
other means of knowledge; for the identity of Brahman
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and the Self, cannot be ascertained through any means
other than the Sastra" (SBh. 1-1-4).
56. It is wrong to maintain that the Vedantas ought
not to be regarded as teaching an existent entity, simply
because the texts of the Karma-kancJa do not teach
things not connected with any injunction. "Although
Vedic texts have not been elsewhere seen to have
validity without any connection with an injunction, yet
it is not possible to deny the validity of the Sastra teaching Atman, for the knowledge arising out of that teaching culminates in an actual result experienced here.
Nor is the validity of the Sastra in need of any proof by
inference, in which case only we should have to seek for
an example in support of the inference" (SBh. 1-1-4).
Hence the analogy of the Karma-kancJa texts serves no
useful purpose here. "The fact that a particular text
teaches a thing or an action is no criterion for its validity
or invalidity, the only criterion being whether or not it
gives rise to knowledge having a sure effect. Whichever
text satisfies that condition, is valid and whichever does
not, is invalid (Br. Bh. 1-4-7).
57. Some schools, while admitting that the Sastra
is the one source of the knowledge of Brahman, maintain that it teaches Brahman only as an accessory to ·the
injunction of some meditation. In the same way as the
Yupa (sacrificial post), theAhavaniya (a sacrificial fire)
and other existent things unknown to common life, are
taught as accessory to religious works, Brahman though
an existent entity may well be taught, in their opinion,
as an accessory to updsana enjoined in the Sdstra
without anything derogatory to the latter's validity.
Their position is that theSdstra can serve some purpose
only in so far as it is either incentive or dissuasive. Such
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injunctions as 'Atman verily, my dear, is to be seen'
(B~.2-4-5), 'He is to be sought out, He -is to be known'
(Ch. 8-7-1), are to be found in the context of Atmajiiana
also. These teachers believe that Atman is presented
there as an object of meditation enjoined there. " 'Not
such, not such' (B~.2-3-6), 'Not gross .... ' (Br.3-8-8),
'One alone without a second' (Ch.6-2-1),'Transcending
hunger and other defilements' (Br.3-5-1 )-these and
other statements serve the purpose of presenting the
particular form of the Brahman to be meditated upon.
And the fruit of the meditation is either liberation or
cessation ofAvidycz." (Br. Bh.1-4-7)
Now this view that Brahman is only an accessory to meditation ordained by the Sruti, is not correct.
For in the first place, if liberation be deemed to be the
effect of meditation, it "w~-'uld then have to be regarded
as only a species of the effects of Karma,one of the
various grades already described. But liberation is
universally acknowledged to be eternal by all those who
recognize it. Hence it is improper to think that Brahman is taught as an accessory to something to be done"
(SBh. 1-1-4). Secondly, there cannot possibly be any
scope for meditation after the enlightenment of the sole
reality of Atman has appeared. "For the idea of duality
which has been effaced by the realization of the unity of
Atman, cannot rear its head any more" (SBh.1-1-4) and
therefore Brahman as that non-dual Atman cannot be
made subservient to any meditation. And thirdly, it is
not justifiable to hold that statements describing Atman
are only meant to present the nature of the object of
meditation desiderated by the injunction ''Atman verily
is to be seen". "For statements presenting the nature of
Atman such as 'That thou art' themselves lead directly
to the realization of Atman at the very moment one
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understands their meaning by listening to them and
there remains nothing else to be done in deference to
the injunction about seeing Atman" (Br.Bh. 1- 4-7).
58. Some think that the continuous remembrance
of the knowledge of Atman arising out of the Vedantic
teaching, has to be carried on to attain liberation, and
that has got to be enjoined by the Sruti. That is not
admissible either. For when the idea of the not-self has
been rejected as false, its impressions cannot rise up
again and hence "the impressions due to the knowledge
of the unity of Atman continue as a matter of course,
and hence there is no need for the Sruti to enjoin them"
(Br.Bh. 1- 4-7).
59. "Brahman is seen to be taught by the
Upanishads in two different aspects, one as qualified by
different Upadhis or limiting factors which are the different modifications ofname and form, and the other as
the opposite of this, that is, as altogether free from all
limiting conditions. Now it is only in the state of ignorance, that we talk of the distinctions of Brahman as
the object of meditation, the meditator, and the like"
(SBh. 1-1-12). It is to Brahman as the object of meditation-and not to Brahman to be realized-that forms, attributes and the like are ascribed. Of the two sets of
texts, such Srutis as the following lay stress on the Self
as Brahman free from all distinctions 'Not gross, I)ot
subtle, neither short nor 10ng'(Br. 3-8-8), 'Soundless,
contactless, formless,undecaying'(Ka. 1-3-15), ~kasa,
indeed, is that which differentiates (the undifferentiated) into names and forms, and that is Brahman which
is beyond them'(Ch. 8-14-1), 'Effulgent, formless is the
Purusha, changeless both within and without' (Mu.2-12), Now this is Brahman having neither an antecedent
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nor a consequent, neither within nor without, this self is
Brahman, the all- experiencer'(Br.2-5-19). That texts
like these do not lay emphasis on any thing else has been
conclusively shown in the commentary on the Sutra 'But
that is because of the concord' (SBh. 1-1-4). But the
texts which teach Brahman with form are not mainly
concerned with the nature of Brahman, for they are
primarily meant to enjoin the meditation of Brahman'
(SBh.3-2-14). Hence it is not right to say that Brahman
free from all distinctions or thought-constructions
which Srutis directly aim at presenting is to be treated
as subservient to any injunction of meditation
(upasami).

60. Nor would it be right to consider that the
knowledge of the identity of Brahman and the Self is in
itself a kind of Upasana. For in that case, such an injunction would have to be conceived as (1) either an injunction of meditation of some ascribed attribute, as for
instance in the meditation of the mind as the ViSvedeva
gods on the score of its possessing innumerable
modifications(Br.3-1-9), or as (2) an injunction of a
mental super-imposition, such as that of meditating the
mind as Brahman or again as (3) an injunction of a
specific activity, as in the meditation of Vayu (the cosmic Life-principle) as the final merger(Ch. 4-3-1), or
finally as (4) the injunction of a meditation for a
ceremonial purification of Atman, as for instance in the
case of ghee to be purified by a look on the part of the
sacrificer's wife. "If the unity of Brahman and the self
be taken as falling under anyone of the above-mentioned forms of meditation, the syntactical agreement
of the words tending to make the texts, like 'That thou
art', 'I am Brahman', and 'This Self is Brahman'- statements of the unity of Brahman and the Self, would be
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disturbed" (SBh.1-1-4) and texts like "The knots of the
heart are cut asunder, and all doubts are resolved"
teaching the cessation of Avidya, as the result of this
knowledge would also be disregarded. And in none of
the aforesaid conceptions of meditation could we be
able to construe faithfully texts which teach the self as
attaining the very nature of Brahman, such texts for
instance as'the knower of Brahman verily becomes
Brahman itself"(SBh. 1-1-4).
61. "Nor can it be held that the knowledge of the
Self as Brahman is itself enjoined. For the knowledge oj
the Self as Brahman relates to an existent fact, and as
such it is not dependent on any injunction. Hence there
being neither a person to be urged nor an action to be
done, the imperative ending (lin) and other suffixes
denoting an injunction when applied to it become altogether ineffective very much like the sharp edge of a
razor or other instrument which becomes blunt when
applied to a stone or any other hard thing, for they are
then dealing with something which can be neither acquired nor avoided" (SBh. 1-1-4). "It is well-known that
an injunction can function only with regard to things
that can be acquired or shunned." (SBh. 1-1-4)
62. Of what use then are the texts which look like
injunctions at any rate? Why do these make their appearance in the context of Self-knowledge if the latter
cannot be enjoined at all? Such texts, for instance as
'Alman indeed, is to be seen; He is to be heard
about. .. .'(Br. 2-4-5). Our reply to this query is as follows:
"When an extrovert person endeavours to acquire what
is pleasant or to avoid what is unpleasant to him, but
finds therein no hope of attaining the highest goal of
human life while he is actually anxious to reach such a
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goal, such texts as the one cited above make him set his
face against the natural activity of the aggregate of the
body and the senses, and continually direct the stream
of his thought towards his inner Self. And when he has
thus set himself to seeking Atman, the real nature of the
Self which is neither to be acquired nor to be avoided is
taught by Srutis like ~l this is verily this Atman' (Br.
2-4-6) .. ~." (SBh. 1-1-4). And he becomes free by virtue
of that knowledge. "Even in ordinary life, when we say
'Look at this!' or 'Listen to this!' or make other similar
statements, we only mean to direct one to concentrate
one's attention on the fact, but do not ask him actually
to set about knowing it. For even when one has turned
his attention towards the thing to be known; actual
knowledge mayor may not ensue according to circumstances. Therefore one who wishes to teach something existent, has only to point out the object to be
known and knowledge will arise just in accordance with
the nature of the object and means of knowledge"
(SBh.3-2-21).
63. There were some ancient Vedantins who
thought that Srutis urge the seeker to endeavour to
dissolve the world of duality. But Sailkara says, "since
the world is the product ofAvidya or super-imposition
"Only Brahman has to be pointed out after negating the
world of duality super-imposed by Avidya" (SBh. 3-221) and by no other means can we hope to dissolve the
world. Hence it is futile to command one to do that.
64. There are some who believe in.the need for an
injunction on the ground that a mere statement about
Atman could be of no avail. But "We do find that even
a mere statement is effective, as for instance, a statementlike 'This is only a rope, not a snake' " (SBh. 1-1-4).
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An objection is sometimes started that unlike the ropestatement a ~ere statement about Brahman as the Self
is not found to result in the realization of the identity,
for we know that actually in too many cases the suffering
soul continues to be such even after listening to Sastraic
teachirig. But this objection has been already answered
(in para 32). In the text 'That thou art', the word 'That'
is intended to convey the Reality free from birth and
other modifications, free from all the attributes of a
substance, the Reality of the nature of Pure Consciousness knowable through immediate intuition. And the
word 'thou' in the statement, is intended to indicate the
consciousness other than the body, vital principle, mentation, intellect and the ego, all of which are likely to be
imagined to be denoted by the term. "Now in the case
of those for whom these significations of the two terms
are intercepted by ignorance, doubt or misconception,
the statement 'That thou art' cannot possibly give rise
to the understanding of what it teaches" (SBh. 4-1-2).
But the understanding does arise in the case of one who
has grasped the meaning of those terms. "It is impossible to show that one who has realized his identity with
Brahman remains a suffering soul just as before. For
that suffering is incOlnpatible with the knowledge of
one's identity with Brahman, which is the outcome of
Vedic teaching" (SBh. 1-1- 4).
65. One more objection can be started against the
view that Vedantic teaching can give rise to real
knowledge of Brahman. The starting postulate was that
'Brahman is our very Self and hence it is no object of
concept or speech. No means of knowledge can possibly
point it out since it is not a knowable entity, and no
words can describe it as it has no specific attributes'. It
is now being claimed that a Vedantic passage purports
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to teach Brahman, that the words in the Vedantic sentence can have syntactical agreement which tends to
point out Brahman, and that the knowledge arising out
ofVedantic teaching can do awaywithsamsara. How are
we to reconcile these two mutually opposed views?
This objection has been virtually disposed of
already. From the stand-point of Avidya or the mutual
super.-imposition of the Self and the not-Self, we are all
enquirers living the mundane life and in search of true
knowledge, and at this stage the Sdstra is the means for
us to the attainment of the knowledge of the Real. The
Sdstra teaches us that our Self is Brahman itself free
from all duality, by abolishing the very distinction of
knowledge and its object, before we realize our identity
with Brahman. And from thatparamartha (metaphysical) point of view, where the unity of Atman is realized,
there is no distinction whatsoever of knower and knowable. Nor is Atman then the object of any knowledge.
"Hence all injunctions and all other means of
knowledge remain as such only up to the moment of
their culmination in the transcendental awareness of
the form of ' I am Brahman'. For when the non-dual
Atman has been realized, the prama1)as or means of
knowledge carumt continue to function as such, since
they are deprived of both the knower and the objects of
knowledge" (SBh. 1-1-4).
*

*

*

CHAPTER SEVEN
ATMAN AS ABOVE ALL STATES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
66. The empirical view that one is a knower is the
view of ignorance, Avidya. It is from this point of view
that all secular and Vedic activities proceed. For the
idea that one is a knower, is the result of a mental
superimposition of the real Witnessing inner Atman
and the unreal object witnessed, to wit, the body, the
senses and the mind. "This secular and Vedic activity
being the effect of Avidya, ceases on the cessation of
Avidya in the case of one who is possessed of the steady
knowledge due to the dawn of the discrimination of the
Self; and Avidya ceases because it is opposed to Vidya
(enlightenment) just as darkness is dispersed as soon as
the sun rises" (GBh. 2-69). This point may be made still
more convincing on an examination of the three states
of consciousness. (Avasthatraya Parlksha).
67. The three states i.e. waking, dream and deep
sleep are to be subjected to an orderly scrutiny. "That
by which 'the worldly (waking), the pure worldly
(dream) and the ultra-worldly (sound sleep)' states become known is 'the knowledge'; these very states are
'the knowable' inasmuch as there is nothing to be known
beyond them and all the basic principles postulated by
the different schools of philosophy are included within
their limits. And the Vijiieya, the specially knowable, is
the highest reality known as the Fourth (Turiya), the
essential nature of the non- dual, unborn Atman (GK.
Bh. 4-88). When the knowledge of the worldly (w(;lking)
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and other states is attained and when the threefold
knowable is realized by a gradual process, that is to say,
the process which consists in understanding the worldly
(waking) first of all, then realizing the pure-worldly
(dream) by noticing the disappearance of the waking in
it, then being aware of the ultra-worldly (sound sleep)
by noticing the disappearance of the previous dreamstate in it - and when by such a process noticing the
disappearance of all the three states in it, the really real,
the Turfya (the Fourth), the non-dual, unborn, fearless
(entity) is intuited, the aspirant has taken his st2nd in
his own Self, his true nature" (GK. BhA-89). Here
knowing the waking and the other states, means nothing
else than to intuit the Reality underlying them all and
thus to reduce them into that Reality which is known as
'the Fourth'.
68. Vais-vl1nara, Taijasa, Prdjfia and the Turfya have
been called the pddds (literally feet), aspects of Atman.
Atman conditioned by the waking state is 'VaiSvanara'.
The entire waking world divided into the Adhydtmika
(internal),Adhibhautika (external) and theAdhidaivika
(of the presiding deities) -forms the conditioning factor
for Atman here. This is the first of the four aspects of
the real Atman. Similarly Taijasa conditioned by dream
is the second and Prdjfia conditioned by sleep is the
third aspect. "The knowledge of the fourth is attained
by merging each of the preceeding, the Vis-va and the
other aspects in the succeeding one. So the word pada
applied to them is to be understood in the sense of the
instrumental case" as that by means of which Turiya is
attained (padyate anena iti). But in the case of Turfya, it
is to be understood in the sense of the objective, that is,
as that which is attained (padyate iti)". So says Sailkara
(Man.Bh. 2).
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Such being the case, the text 'Now this Atman
is four-footed' should not be understood as teaching
actually four feet to Atman additively. What is really
meant here is that one and the same Atman can be seen
in four different ways, only the fourth being the reality
about Him.
69. 'Vifva', 'Virat-purusha' and 'VaisVanara' -all
these three are names of the witnessing Atman conditioned by the waking state. 'Taijasa' and 'Hiravyagarbha'
are both the names of the Atman conditioned by the
dream state. 'Prajiia', 'Avyakrita' and 'Prava' - these
three are the names of the Atman conditioned by deep
sleep. ':411 the world inclusive of the region of the gods
together with this Self, is proposed to be presented as
forming the four several aspects of Atman. Only thus is
Advaita established after the abolition of all duality, and
only thus is the one Atman visioned in all beings as also
all beings in that Atman..... Otherwise only the innerself delimited by one's own body would have to be taken
to be the Atman, as for instance it is taken by the
Sarhkhyas and others. And ifit be so taken, Advaita, the
unique teaching of the Srutis, would be missed" (Man.
Bh.3).
70. People commonly believe that the waking
state represents the real while the dream state represents the unreal. But this opinion is not grounded in fact.
"The wise consider both the states waking and dreaming
as of the same value, for the well-known reason that the
different phenomena in each are of the same nature
presented as they are in the relation of perceiver and
perceived"(GK.Bh.2-5). The things in each state equally possess causal efficiency in their respective sphere.
For instance fire burns, food satisfies hunger, and so on.
That the efficiency of things felt in one state is stultified
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in the other, applies to both. External things perceived
are considered real, and mere imaginary ideas in the
mind are thought to be unreal in both the states. Again,
in both the states, ideas in the mind last for a time living
a lonely life, while each of the external phenomena
enjoys a life coeval with another. That mental impressions are unmanifest while external things are manifest,
is equally true in the two states. All these are common
characteristics of both the states. Time, space and
causality peculiar to the particular state, are experienced in both. Hence these two states are quite
independent, and equally unreal, since each is totally
abolished while the other state lasts. This has been
explained at length in the Bhashya on the second chapter of Gau<;lapada's work (GK.Bh.2-6 to 15).
71. Chitta (the mind) manifests itself in the form
of duality as much in the waking state as in dream. We
see many souls in the waking state just as in dream. The
phenomena noticed in dream are not independent of
the mind there; nor is that mind independent of the
dream- observer. The same is true of the waking state.
The phenomena there do not enjoy an existence of their
own apart from the mind noticing them; nor has the
mind any existence of its own independent of the waking
observer. Apart from the Witnessing Self neither the
mind nor the phenomena enjoy any absolute existence,
for they are relative to each other. The souls which one
comes in contact with during one's waking, are all imaginary, just like dream- souls, souls created by magic
or souls conjured up by virtue of spells, yogic power and
the like. Every thing there is really the mind, and the
mind really Atman. This is set forth at length in
Sailkara's commentary on the Aldta.sdnti Prakara1J[l
(GK. Bh. 4-61 to 72).
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72. Both in dream and waking is to be found time
in its dual aspect, subjective and objective. In both are
experienced time, space and causality appropriate to
each. Hence it follows that these two states are not
related to each other in point of any particular time,
space and causal relation common to both. One might
take illusory appearances for reality in a dream just as
much as he does in the waking state. So we conclude that
one confronts phenomena in dreams "then and there
and not those arising out of waking experience"
(GK.Bh. 4-41). It is quite wrong to suppose that there is
a real cause-and-effect relation between the two states.
73. We thus arrive at the conclusion that waking
and dream do each present a world peculiar to each,
"Knowing that the infinite and all-pervading Atman by
means of whose light one is enabled to see both the
dream-state and the waking state, the wise one grieves
no more"(Ka. 2-1-4).
74. Waking and dream are each the result of mindvibration peculiar to the respective states. "The waking
consciousness, provided as it is with various gate-ways
of knowledge, appears as though it had external things
for its objects. But being really no more than mindvibration it deposits corresponding impressions in the
mind. And the mind thus impressed, behaves like a
canvas on which a picture has been printed. Urged by
ignorance, feelings and the effects of previous actions it
presents itself as a replica of waking in spite of the fact
that it is not equipped with external aids" (Ma.Bh. 4).
This description of waking is from the empirical standpoint. But really speaking, there is no relation whatsoever between the two states. It is generally believed
that waking is a public experience common to all,
whereas dream is an experience private to each in-
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dividual. The truth, however, is this: "Just as a dream
appears to be an experience common to all, though in
fact it is an individual experience of the dreamer, so also
waking which we suppose to be its cause, ought to be
only apparently common to all and not really a state of
public experience, any more than a dream" (GK.Bh.
4-37). We have already seen that both waking and dream
are unreal and there is nothing exclusively distinctive
about either state. Nor is it right to imagine a causal
relation between the two since they have neither temporal nor special connection . The misconception of
taking the non-dual Atman for a knowing Self related to
means and objects of knowledge is a feature common to
both the states.
75. This conclusion that either of the states waking
or dream is no more than a dream, a misconception of
reality, has the sanction of the Sruti also. Here is a
statement in support of this view: "Now this same
Atman enjoys himself and roams about in the waking
state merely seeing good and evil (deeds), and again
comes back in the inverse order to his former condition
to the dream state direct" (Br. 4-3-17). If the Sruti did
not consider waking also to be a dream, it would have
said 'does good and evil deeds' in contrast to merely
'seeing' them in a dream. Similarly while defining sound
sleep, the Sruti designates it as "that state wherein one
never desires any pleasures, and sees no dream
whatever" (BrA-3-19). Acarya SaIikara remarks in this
connection "The Sruti considers even the experience of
waking a dream, and hence it says 'where one sees no
dream whatever' " (Br.Bh. 4-3-19).
76. In sound sleep we do not see things distinct
from one another as in waking or dream state; nor are
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the ideas of things or the pleasures and pains derived
from them distinctly experienced as in the two other
states. "Prajiia whose limiting condition is sound sleep,
who is unified, one mass of homogeneous consciousness, full of bliss and enjoying bliss only and the door to
distinct awareness, is the third pada" (Man.5). "The
Atman here is called 'Prdjfia' because Pure Consciousness (prajiia) is his special feature since the Atman in
the other two states have individualized consciousness
also" (Man. Bh. 5). It should be noted that the Atman
in sleep is not only Pure Consciousness, but also Pure
Being and Pure Bliss likewise.
77. In sound sleep the soul (jlva) the knower
divests himself of the nature of a knowing self. "When
that mind suffused by which and stationed in which the
soul is capable of thinking, seeing, hearing and performing other similar functions, when that is dissolved, the
soul assumes its own divine nature" (Ch. Bh. 6-8- 1).
The Sruti says "When a man is spoken of as sleeping
(svapiti), then, my dear boy, he is in union with Pure
Being, he is dissolved (apitO ghavati) into his own
(svam) nature" (Ch. 6-8-1). SaIi.kara remarks that
Uddalaka proposes to show his son, his own divine
nature, divested of his soul-nature, in sleep alone.
78. The Sruti describes in a variety of ways the Self
in sound sleep in order to bring its divine nature home
to the listener. "Pure like clear water, One, the Seer
without a second. This is the Brahma-world, 0 Supreme
Ruler" - so said Yajfiavalkya."This is its supreme good,
this is its highest attainment, this is its highest heaven,
and this is its supreme bliss. Other beings live on a
particle of this self-same Bliss" (Br. 4-3-32). "Here a
father becomes no father, a mother no mother, the
worlds no worlds, the gods no gods, the Vedas no Vedas.
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Here a thief becomes no thief, the killer of an embryo
no such killer, a Cal!9ala no-caI!9ala, a paulkasa nopaulkasa, a monk no-monk, a hermit no-hermit. This
nature is untainted by good, untainted by bad; for he is
then verily beyond all woes of the heart" (Br. 4-3-22).
The experience of sound sleep is quite in consonance
with this teaching. For there is universal experience
supporting the view that Atman is of the nature of
supreme bliss, above all distinctions of the knower and
the known; and of doer, deed and means and results of
deeds.
79. Distinction of names and forms experienced in
waking or dream, is entirely absent in deep sleep. No
time, space or causality is experienced there. Hence the
Atman in deep sleep has been characterized in the
Srutis as the undifferentiated Self. "He is the Lord of
all, He the All-knowing one; He is the Inner-Controller,
He is the Source of all, the Generator and Dissolver of
beings" (Man. 6). This description quite fits in with the
experience of the Self in sound sleep. Another
Upanishadic text tells us how all this world comes out of
the Atman in sleep: "As a spider stretches itself out in
the form of a thread, and as from a fire dart out tiny
sparks, so also from this Atman come out all organs( of
sense and activity), all the worlds, all the gods and all
creatures" (Br. 2-1-20). In deep sleep we do not find the
world distinguished by deeds, instruments of action and
results thereof. The witnessing Self there continues to
show itself in both waking and dream. But a special
feature of these latter states is that there are a number
of distinct souls and details of deeds, instrum~nts and
results. When we ponder over these two facts we have
no grounds to suppose that there is either any material
or efficient cause for this world except Atman. We have
therefore to admit that the witnessing Atman is Himself
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the origin as well as the resort of the dissolution for this
world, that the world is held up by Atman, and shines in
the light of His consciousness, and that Atman alone is
the Self of all beings. Here again we have the support of
universal experience for the statement made by the
Sruti that the Self in sleep is really the omniscient Lord
of all and the Inner-Controller.
80. Looked at from this stand-point, Atman would
appear to present himself in two different forms, one
with and the pther exempt from multiplicity. But inasmuch as the multiformity is experienced only in waking
and dreaming, and as that is only a false appearance as
we have seen before, we have to conclude that the
manifold aspect is only the figment of ignorance. Compared to Atman, all phenomena are unreal and have
only Atman for their essence. All selves to be distinguished as ViSva, Taijasa or Prdjiia actually exist as
identical with the causal Atman before they make their
appearance in their illusory forms of names and forms
shaped·by ignorance. Just as the snake is existent as the
rope before its appearance so also· all beings do exist as
identical with the causal Atman as their seed, prior to
their creation" (GK. Bh.1-6).
81. It is stated in ,the Srutis that Brahman first
wished to become many and be born as the many, and
then manifested Itself as the world. This becoming many
is ~othing but the differentiation of the ignorance-fabricated names and forms which were one with Atman
before their appearance. "When the unmanifested
names and forms previously existent in and as Atman
are differentiated, then those names and forms are differentiated in all circumstances without renouncing
their nature as Atman, never distinct in time, space from
Brahman. This differentiation of names and forms is the
'becoming many' spoken of here, for there can be no
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other possible way of becoming many for Brahman
which has no parts" (TaL Bh. 2-6). Since Brahman is
without parts, It cannot actually assume the form of the
manifold like a seed which breaks up into parts and
exhausts itself in a tree branching off in many forms; nor
can it shrink itself in size, rolling up its mUltiple forms
into one. An illusory snake never abandons its nature of
being a rope even while it appears to be a snake. Similarly the world of innumerable beings and things will not
have shaken off its real nature as the witnessing Atman
non-different from the non-dual Brahman, even while
manifesting itself in its manifold form during waking or
dream.
82. On this view, it is clear that Atman remains the
same for ever. "The evolution of sound sleep, dream
and waking, is like a rope thrown up by a magician.
Prdjiia, Taijasa and Vifva are like the illusory magicians
created by him for climbing up the rope, and the reality
called the Fourth is like the self-same real magician
altogether distinct and different from both the created
rope and the illusory juggler who, all the while remained
standing on the ground though screened by magic from
the sight ofthe on-lookers" (GK. 1-7). Neither the three
states nor the Atmans in those states have any existence
apart from the real Atman.
83. And why does Atman create the world of
names and forms, while remaining intact? This is not a
legitimate question, for metaphysically speaking,
Atman has never transformed Himself into the world.
"No reason can be assigned for substances like the rope
illusorily appearing like a snake and so on; one can only
say that it is their nature to appear so through the
perceiver's ignorance" (GK. Bh. 1-9). Similarly Atman
naturally appears to have assumed the form of the
manifold from the stand-point of ignorance. We cannot
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attribute this appearance to anything else but natural
ignorance.
84. What is the upshot of the examination of the
three states? "Manifestations like inward consciousness or outward consciousness are unreal because they
annul one another just like the snake, a streak of water
or any other fancy construction on a rope. And the
nature of Consciousness itself is real because it is never
annulled in any state"(Man.Bh. 7). Outward consciousness appears only in waking and inward consciousness
appears only in dreams, while unconsciousness characterizes sleep only. Hence none of these phases which
manifest themselves in the states peculiar to them, can
be regarded as pertaining to the essential nature of
Atman. Waking, dream and sound sleep do not for, a like
reason really belong to the essence of Atman. So we
arrive at the conclusion that neither the manifold world
nor its absence enters into the nature of Atman. Pure
Consciousness alone is his real nature.
85. But, it will be objected, even consciousness
forsakes Atman during deep sleep. For do we not
remember on waking that we knew nothing during our
sleep? "N 0, consciousness does not desert him in sleep,
for one is conscious of sleep" (Man. Bh.7). That consciousness which intuits sleep, is the consciousness of
Atman.
86. It is reasonable to ask why we are unconscious
of everything, if, as it is alleged, consciousness persists
even then. The reply is this: That is because everything
becomes one with Prajiia in that state. "This purusha
firmly embraced as he is by Prajfla is quite unaware of
anything either external or internal" (Br. Bh. 4-3-21).
So "Oneness is the cause of unconsciousness" (BL Bh.
4-3-21). The Sruti says "True, he does not know anything
there, but it is only while being a knower that he knows
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not; for the knowing power of the knower never
disappears, only there is nothing second to and distinct
from Him there, which he could possibly know"
(Br· 4-3-30).
87. Atman is Pure Consciousness in waking and
dream states too, just as much as He is such in deep
sleep. Only there is, in these two states, the appearance
of a world which looks, as though it were a second to
Him. "Dream is to him who sees the truth otherwise,
and sleep to him who does not know it; when the misconception about these two ceases, one has attained the
state of the Fourth" (GK. Bh. 1-15). Since dream is
seeing truth otherwise, both waking and dream may be
metaphysically considered to be dreams. Unconsciousness of the truth is deep sleep; so sleep or ignorance of
the true nature of Atman may be said to continue in all
the three states. Of these three, deep sleep is characterized by ignorance alone, whereas misconception
preponderates in waking and dream. But on closer
scrutiny along the lines we have indicated so far, no
ignorance whatever is seen to be actually lurking in
deep sleep, for Atman of the nature of Pure Consciousness alone remains there, while people mistake and
look upon him as enveloped in ignorance from the
waking point of view. And as there can be no misconception without ignorance underlying it, the same
Atman should be considered to maintain Himself free
from dream or waking. We are thus justified in concluding that the notion of the existence of the three states is
itself a grand misconception. Accordingly the Sruti
proclaims 'These three are his dreams' (Ai. 1-12). The
final conclusion, then, is that Atman is eternally free
from all the three states.
*

*

*

CHAPTER EIGHT
ATMAN AS UNBORN AND NON-DUAL
88. Gaudapa9a has thus revealed the real nature
of Atman in one of his verses: "When the Jiva awakes
from his beginningless illusory dream, then he realizes
the unborn, sleepless, dreamless, non-dual (Atman)"
(GK. 1-16). That the Atman is beyond sleep and dream,
that he is free from the so-called three states of consciousness, we have already seen after an examination
of the states. It follows from this, of course, that Atman
is free from birth and other modifications and that He
is non-dual also. For there being no time, space, or
causality apart from Atman who is in Himself without
parts and without qualities, He must be above all change
such as birth. For the same reason the conclusion forces
itself upon us that He is One without a second, that is,
that His nature precludes the existence of selves and
things other than Himself, and also that He is devoid of
distinctions within His own nature. The present chapter
is begun only to make His birthless and secondless
nature still more clear.
89. The general belief of the common run of
Vedantins is as follows: 'I am one among the innumerable souls inhabiting this world. I have to attain,
through practice of devotion, union with the Supreme
Self after shuffling off this mortal coil. In the Srutis also
it is stated that this world is born of God and that
individual souls also emanate from Him. For instance,
look at these texts: "He wished 'May I become many,
may I be born'. He brooded over it and after He had
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brooded over, He created all this, whatever we find
here" (TaL 2-6), "Just as tiny sparks dart forth from a
fire, so also from this Self emanate all the organs ..... all
these souls" (Br. Man. 2-1- 23), "So, my dear boy, all
these different beings are born of that Imperishable
One, and are dissolved there too" (Mu. 2-1-1).
Now this belief of devotees is not founded on
fact. For in the first place, it is impossible to conceive
the Self as an effect. ':A.tman is no effect for the very
reason that he is of a nature whose existence cannot be
thought away" (SBh. 2-3-7). To say that the Self is born
is to concede that he can cease to exist, but the latter
fact is quite inconceivable. A conceiver is required to
conceive the non-existence of Atman and if there is one,
he would himself be that Atman. ''All perishable effects
can perish only up to and exclusive of the Purusha (the
Witness) but the Purusha is imperishable for there will
be nothing else to cause His destruction. He is unchangeably eternal and hence of a nature eternally pure,
conscious, free" (SBh. 1-1-4). Srutis also declare that
Atman is beyond birth and allied modifications: This
Sruti for instance "Now this Atman is great, unborn,
free from old age and birth; He is immortal, fearless,
Brahman itself" (Br. 4-4-25). It is not quite correct
therefore to say that the individual soul is born or that
it has to attain liberation by means of devotion. Srutis
like the following aver that the Atman is "Completely
free from the manifold phenomenal world, perfectly
unperturbed, the highest good, one without a second"
(Man. 7). And this has been conclusively shown to be
true by an examination of the three states. So it is not
right to hold that this world consisting of animate and
inanimate entities is come from the Supreme Self.
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90. The following considerations may perhaps
deter some people from accepting the truth of the above
statement. The existence of the world is vouched for by
perception and other evidences. It is common
knowledge that there are in it several individual souls
engaged in activities and reaping fruits thereof. And
many Srutis say that all the mUltiplex world consisting
of ether and other phenomena has arisen from the
Supreme Atman, and will go back into Him in the end.
Would it be right to disregard all these sources of
knowledge?
But perception and other means of knowledge
transcended as they are by the highest intuitional
knowledge and opposed to the teaching of Sruti texts
declaring that Atman is unborn and secondless, as well
as to those like 'That thou art', teaching the identity of
the soul with Brahman, cannot be of any account with
regard to the Highest Reality, though there is nothing
wrong in utilizing these evidences for purposes ofpractical life. Besides, it has been demonstrated that all idea
of distinction of knowledge and its object, is based upon
avidya. Hence we have to understand that texts teaching
the creation of the world or of individual souls do not
seriously insist upon actual creation.
91. But, it will be asked, why do Sruti texts
describe the creation of the souls as well as of other
objects at such length and with such a wealth of illustrations, if as it is urged, there be no intention of emphasizing actual origination? We reply: ''True, creation has
been described in several ways and has been elaborated
and richly illustrated by examples like that of clay, iron
and sparks. All that description is only a means to
prepare the mind for understanding the unity of the
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individual and the Supreme Self"(GK. Bh. 3-15). Just
as all that is made of clay is known through the
knowledge of clay, all the world becomes known
through the knowledge of Atman. For the effect does
not exist independently of the material cause. "The
effect is only a matter of words, a mere name; that which
is called the clay is the only reality" (Ch. 6-1-4). Like
unto the vessels great and small made of clay, the world
being ~n effect, cannot be independent of its cause,
Atman. Thus the Sruti only teaches the unreality of the
world. "But the Sruti says that souls emanate from
Atman like sparks, and the Smrti also teaches 'My own
part is the individual soul' (G. 15-7). No, for that is only
meant to confirm and strengthen the idea of the unity
of the soul and Atman. It is well-known that a spark
darting forth from a fire is but fire and so in common
life we treat it as one with fire. Similarly the soul which
is a part of Atman should also be considered to be one
with the whole, the Supreme Self" (Br.Bh. 2-1-20). That
is what is intended by the Srutis and Smrtis cited by the
objector; they do not teach actual creation of souls.
92. But what about the seeming plurality of souls
in actual life? "That distinction is only apparent owing
to different associating conditions (upadhis) such as the
mind, just as in the case of one undivided ether which
appears to be cut up into several distinct pOrtions owing
to a jar and other conditions" (SBh. 2-3-17). '~tman is
born as so many jivas in the same way as ether is seen to
be born in the shape of several jar-spaces; and he is born
as so many aggregates of bodies and senses in the same
way as ether is born as jars and the like. Such is the
illustration for origination" (GK. 3-3). The Sruti
teaches creation merely to explain that the souls and the
aggregates are not other than Atman in consonance with
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the principle of non-difference of the effect from the
cause. That a seeming birth or a seeming plurality does
not necessarily point to real birth or plurality, may be
verified by a reference to dream-experiences. "Just as a
dream soul is born and dies, so all these souls come into
being, so do they disappear" (GK. 4- 68). ''All the aggregates of bodies and senses are thrown out by the
Maya of Atman,like those of dreams" (GK. 3-10). We
have convincingly shown the metaphysical identity ·of
both waking and dream in the previous chapter.
93. The Sruti says that Atman in dreamless sleep
is the cause of both the origin and dissolution of the
world. Herein lies a principle that deserves to be borne
in mind. Since we have already shown that both waking
and dream are equally unreal, the world manifesting
itself there stands in no need of a cause either for its
origin or dissolution. For those that are convinced of
this truth, Atman is ever free from the world. "If the
world really existed we could talk of its dissolution, no
doubt. All this duality is but an illusion, Non-duality
alone is real" (GK. 1-17). The statement in the Sruti
therefore that the world is born of Prajfia is only to
remind us that Atman is the one substrate for all the
unreal manifestations just as the rope is the substrate
for the illusory snake and other appearances that might
be imagined there.
94. While the Unborn, Secondless Principle is the
sole Reality, the creation of the world and the souls is
taught in the Srutis for seekers who belong to the
average class. "For those who affirm that things do exist,
because they are experienced and produce practical
results, the wise ones have taught the origination of the
world, for these people are afraid of the truth of non-
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birth" (GK.4-42). "Let them take it as a tentative teaching, for as they advance in the study of the Vedantas, they
will of course rise to the realisation of Atman unborn
and secondless, such is the view of the wise, for they are
never serious about the reality of origination" (GK.Bh.
4-42); "Even meditation is out of a lenient consideration for seekers of a middling capacity" (GK. 3-16). The
distinction of the devotee and object of devotion as well
as the path of light (arciradi marga) &c. taught for
devotees who have realized the truth through meditation, is all from the stand- point of avidya. "The soul in
its several states is not dissimilar to the jar-space of the
analogy, when it seemingly dies or is born, when it goes
to the other world or comes back from there, or even
while it exists in all the various bodies" (GK. 3-9).
95. Atman is changeless and the world has no existence. Hence the highest truth is that nothing is really
born. But yet "that which exists can be born illusorily
though not in fact" (GK. 3-27), "From an existent entity
as the cause, the world may very well be born like effects
such as an elephant conjured up by magic, but not from
a non-existent cause. Or again an existent entity like a
rope, may be very well born illusorily as a snake &c.
though not in fact. So also the unborn Atman, even
though unperceivable, may be illusorily born as the
world"(GK.Bh. 3- 27). This is the sat-karya-vada, the
doctrine of the effect already existent in the cause,
which is taught in Vedanta.
96. 'There is no diversity whatever here' (Ka.2-111), 'Indra, the Supreme Lord, appears as many through
the mayas'(Br. 2-5-19), 'Unborn, He is born in many
forms' (TaLA.3-13), 'Brahman, though changeless becomes the object of all conception and language
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involving transformation and the like in its aspect of
name and form, differentiated and undifferentiated,
called into being by ignorance, and undefinable either
as identical with or distinct from it' (SBh. 2-1-27).
'Name and form constructed by ignorance as though
identical with the Omnisdent Lord, undefinable either
as identical with or as distinct from Him, are the seed of
phenomena of mundane existence, called by Sruti and
Smrti variously as maya(illusion), sakti(potentiality),
prakrti (primordial material cause)' (SBh. 2-1-14).
When we speak of the world as having come from Brahm~n, we are speaking at the level of this maya. This is a
conception too, from the stand-point of avidya. "But
when from the stand-point of the Highest Reality these
names and forms are further scrutinized in the light of
the Srud, they are found to have really no independent
being of their own apart from Reality just as foam is not
independent of water or as a jar is not independent of
clay, or as any other effect has no independent being of
its own apart from its cause. It is from that view-point,
at the level of the highest vision, that Brahman becomes
the object of cOllceptions such as 'One without a
second', 'There is no diversity whatever here' etc."
(Br .Bh.3-5-1).
97. The final conclusion is this: "No individual
soul is born, there is no cause which can give rise to it.
This is the highest truth and reality, wherein nothing is
born, never a whit" (GK. 3-48) .

.*

*

..

CHAPTER NINE
PRACTICE AND FINAL GOAL
98. While Atman is actually One without a second,
a two-fold distinction is foisted upon Him byavidya, to
wit, that of being the pramatr or the seeker of Reality on
the one hand, and that of Paramatman, the Supreme
Self free from allsamsaric defilements, to be sought out
by that aspirant on the other. There is a traditional
saying to this effect: "Before the realization of Atman
to be sought out, Atman is apramatr. When He is sought
out, the pramatr himself would become the One
Supreme Self free from all evils of good and bad and the
like" (quoted by SaIikara at the end of SBh. 1-1-4).1It is
from the stand-point of Pramatr that spiritual discipline
is enjoined in the Srutis and Smrtis for the attainment
ofjiiana, the knowledge of Atman.
Religious works, devotional meditation, listening to the Srutis &c.- all of these are means to
knowledge. "Agnihotra or any other obligatory ritual
whether with or without the aid of Upasand performed
in this or in a previous birth with a view to obtaining
freedom, becomes in proportion to its intensi ty, a means
to the knowledge of Brahman through the destruction
of accumulated sins that form a hindrance to the realisation of Brahman. Through the proximate means such as
listening to Srutis, reflection, faith and perseverance, it
1. This and the other two slokas quoted along with it are
usually attributed to Acarya Sundara Pandya on the strength of a
statement by the commentator on Siitasamhita, but this ascription
is open to question.
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achieves along with Brahma-Vidya
of Brahman) the same result that is aimed
at by the latter" (SBh. 4- 1-18).
99. In the Sruti 'It is this Atman whom Brahma1;las
seek to know through daily recitation of the Veoas,
sa.crifice, charity and asceticism of moderation in food'
(Br. 4-4-22), it is evident that these sacrifices and other
practices are a means to the birth of knowledge, since
the wording is 'seek to know' (SBh. 3-4-26). The Gita
also says "Man attains perfection through worshipping
Him by means of duty proper to him" (G. 18-46).
Karma-yoga therefore "which consists in the worship of
/swara through performing duties without attachment
after doing away with the pairs of opposites" (GBh.
2-39), is also a good discipline.
100. Karma-yoga removes desires and other defilements of the mind. "Yogips do their duty, abandoning
all attachment, for self-purification" (G.5-11). But this
Karma need not be necessarily an obligatory ritual like
theAgnihotra enjoined by the Veda; for even those that
were not qualified for performing the rurama rites, have
been known to be enlightened souls. "Raikva,
Vachaknavi and others, who belonged to no asrama are
found to have been recognized by the Sruti as knowers
of Brahman" (SBh. 3-4-36). '~d in the Itihasa or
Mahabharata, Samvarta and others are reported to have
been great yo gins although they had nothing to do with
rituals prescribed for the several ruramas, as is evident
. .from the fact that they went naked and conducted themselves in other ways (not allowed for those who accept
one of the prescribed stations of life)" (SBh.3-4-37). It
is quite possible that disciplinary spiritual acts like japa
(repetition of mantras), upavasa (holy fasts),and
devataradhana (worship of the gods) enjoined on all
(know~edge
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human beings, are conducive to knowledge of Reality"
(SBh. 3-4-38). It may even be that religious works performed in a former existence, give rise to knowledge in
the present life. "So says the Smrti, 'Perfected in the
course of many births, he then reaches the Supreme
goal' (G.6-45) thus showing that particular mental impressions accumulated in other existences also may lead
to knowledge" (SBh. 3-4-38). "In the case of Vidura,
Dharma-vyadha and others who reached illumination
on account of effects produced by past deeds, no one can
deny their attainment of the goal on the score that they
were ineligible to perform Vedic rites, since knowledge
of Atman must invariably yield its fruit" (SBh. 1-3-38).
"And all the four castes are entitled according to the
Smrtis to know the truth through the Ithihasas
andPura~as as the Mahabharata specifically enjoins
that it should be explained to all the four castes"
(SBh. 1-3-38).
101. Disciplinary acts conducive to knowledge are
of various kinds. "By the term 'karma', we should understand not merely rituals like the Agnihotra. Brahmacharya (religious celibacy), tapas (asceticism),
Satyavadana (truthfulness), sam a (self- control), dama
(control of the senses), ahirhsa (harmlessness) and
others of the kind are also karmas well-known among
the followers of the stages of life other than that of a
house-holder, to be of greater efficacy in contributing
to enlightenment and unmixed with defilements, and
there are also karmas of the nature of meditation and
concentration" (TaL Bh. 1-11). And there is the express
injunction of sama and other practices as leading to
knowledge. "Therefore one who knows thus, shall become self- controlled, self-subdued, quietistic, patient
and concentrative and thereby see the Atman in himself' (Br. 4-4-23).
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102. It is declared in Srutis like the following:
that freedom ensues so soon as knowledge dawns. "Only
thus much, my dear, is the means to immortality"
(Br. 4-5-15). Hence "Kindling the sacrificial fire or
other a.srama-Karmas are not desiderated by knowledge
to yield its effect" (SBh. 3-4-25).
103. It is wrong to maintain that knowledge is only
subsidiary to religious works. If it were so, itwould mean
that knowledge is for house-holders only, and that
religious celibates. hermits and sannyasins (those that
have renounced all karma), are not eligible for
knowledge. "But knowledge is declared in the Sruti to
accrue to followers of the other stages of Life wherein
aspirants remain absolutely chaste. And knowledge
cannot possibly be conceived to be ancillary to karma
there, since they have no karma to perform" (SBh. 3-417). And renunciation of all karma is expressly enjoined .
as a means to reach Atman. Witness the Sruti "It is this
world of Atman, wishing to reach which, the monks go
away from their homes" (Br. 4-4-22). Hence it is clear
that knowledge can give freedom independently of all
karma.
104. In the Chandogya, a text says "One who has
taken his firm stand in Brahman attains immortality"
(Ch. 2-23-1). That Sruti has declared in so many words
that the followers of the other three asramas go to the
worlds of the virtuou~ (to enjoy the fruits of their good
deeds), but only the sannyasin who has taken his firm
stand in Brahman attains immortality. ''The word Brahma- sarhstha (one who has taken his firm stand in Brahman) denotes steadfast devotion to Brahman and
implies whole-hearted staying of the mind on Bnihman
to the exclusion of every other activity. And this can
never relate to the other three stages oflife, for the Sruti
threatens them with sin if they should cease to do the
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duties enjoined upon them as members of their respective tiSramas~ To the Parivrajaka (mendicant), however,
no sin would accrue in default of performance of such
works, inasmuch as he has renounced all karmas. Sama,
dama, and similar internal acts of discipline constitute
his duty which strengthens his establishment in Brahman but is never antagonistic to it. Devotion to Brahman supported by self-control, self-subduedness and
the like, is verily the duty proper to his tiSrama, just as
sacrifice and other practices are proper to the other
stages and only when he transgresses that, would sin
accrue to him" (SBh3-4-20). "Hence no one can impute
futility to the knowledge of Brahman alleging that we
claim immortality to whomever that happens merely to
occupy the fourth tiSrama" (SBh. 3-4-20) for a real
parivrajaka according to us, is one who is established in
Brahman, and by dint of it has the natural endowments
of self-contml and other kindred virtues. It follows
therefore that knowledge of Brahman is quite independent of karma, since Brahma-nishthattva (devotion
to Brahman only) is possible only to one who' has
renounced all duties pertaining to the other three stages
of life.
105. Paramaharhsa-parivrajya (the highest order of
religious mendicancy), becomes a necessity for those
who want to devote themselves exclusively to srava1)a.
(listening to scriptures) and the like, since that order of
life 'conduces to the ripening of knowledge' (SBh. 3-420). Renunciation of all karma is seen to be recommended in the Glta (G. 6-3) under the name of 'sama',
as a means to Dhyana Yoga (the yoga of contemplation),
the immediate means to knowledge of Brahman. "In the
case of one who has acquired the knowledge of Brahman, thisParivrajya (absolute renunciation) comes as a
matter of course even without any sanctioning text as an
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inevitable result of his unshakable conviction alone that
he is one with Brahman devoid of all factors of karma
such as the deity in view and qualificatory attributes
such as a particular caste" (Br.Bh. 4-5-15). It is possible
that a knower of Brahman stays away in the householder's station of life. "If for any reason, he is not in a
position to renounce all religious works, he may continue to perform karmas, just to set an example to the
world, though not being attached to the action or its
result, he has no ends to serve thereby for himself. Such
a person does not really perform any work at all; his
action having been burnt up by the fire of knowledge,
his action becomes no action" (GBh. 4-20). Even from
this view-point, it is clear that knowledge stands in no
need of the co-operation of karma in order to produce
Moksha (liberation) its immediate result.
106. One who has renounced all works has to attain
firm stand in knowledge (jndna-nishthd) exclusively
through the practice of the means prescribed. So says
the Sruti "Therefore a Brahmal).a should stand upon the
strength of knowledge (or according to another interpretation should attain the humility of a child) after
exhausting all knowledge; having exhausted strength
and knowledge, he becomes contemplative; and having
exhausted both contemplation and non-contemplation,
he becomes a real Brahmal).a"(Br. 3-5-1). The meaning
of the Sruti is this: First one should know all that is worth
knowing about Atman and by virtue of that knowledge
overcome the consciousness of the reality of sensory
objects and learn to behave in all humility just like a
child, without making a display of his knowledge,
scholarship, moral excellence and the like attainments.
And over-passing even that stage, he should devote
himself to the contemplation of the real nature of
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Atman. When he has succeeded in all these three stages
of practice, he becomes a BrahmaI).a, or knower of Brahman in the real sense of the word. So barring the practice
of such nivrtti dharma (renunciatory acts of discipline)
a paramaharhsa has no other prescribed duties
whatever to perform.
107. Spiritual discipline has fructified when it is
found to culminate in knowledge of Brahman, and
knowledge has fructified when absolute freedom is realized. "Since the fruit of knowledge is an immediate
spiritual experience here and now, every one desirous
of knowledge may be deemed to be qualified for it,
unless there is any express prohibitive text. Hence even
widowers and others who belong to no specific stage of
life, may be held to be entitled, without fear of contradiction to sravat;a and other means of knowledge
and thereby to knowledge itself." (SBh.3-4-38).
108. It cannot be insisted that sravat;a and other
practices should necessarily lead to knowledge in this
very life. "If the discipline undergone is not hindered by
any obstacle resulting from any past deed fructifying at
present, knowledge is born here only; but in case of such
an obstacle hindering it, one may have to wait till a
future birth for its dawning"(SBh. 3-4-51). Hence it is
that the Sruti says "Vamadeva proclaimed its spiritual
truth even while in the womb of his mother"(Ai.2-5)
implying thereby that knowledge may have to be attained in a birth subsequent to the one in which the
means are practised. If those who reach Brahmaloka by
virtue of Updasana (constant staying one's mind on
Sagut;a Brahman), do get knowledge in that re~ion, they
become immediately free as is evidenced by Srutis like
"And he does not return"(Ch. 8-15- 1). But we gather
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that it is quite possible that even in such highly evolved
worlds, knowledge may not be accessible as a rule, from
texts like the following: ''They do not return to this
human world" (Ch. 4-15-5). "For them there is no return
hitherward" (Br.Ma.6-1-18). "Therefore in order to justify qualifications like 'this' and 'here', we have to conclude that they will return in another kalpa (cQsmic
period)"(Ch.Bh. 5~ 10-2).
109. In the case of mukti (spiritual freedom) which
is the fruit of knowledge, however, it is not open to us
to set any ,time-limit and say it shall be attained in this
life or another. "Means of knowledge may possibly
effect different degrees of perfection in its own result,
viz. knowledge, but never in freedom which is the result
of knowledge. We have repeatedly urged that freedom
is nothing to be newly acquired,_but, being an everattained essential nature of the self, is only realized by
knowledge. Nor is there any possibility of degrees,
higher and lower, even in that knowledge, for lower
knowledge is no knowledge, the highest alone being
entitled to be called such. Therefore gradation in
knowledge is possible, if at all, only in its appearing
earlier or later. But there can be no gradations whatever
in freedom" (SBh. 3-4-52). For -in fact freedom is no
other than Brahman itself(SBh.3-4-52) and not something to be attained through some means. Freedom
therefore has only to be realized through knowlepge.
Rightly viewed, even knowledge does not admit of any
degrees or grades, for the highest knowledge which is
incapable of being stultified is the only true knowledge
in the strict sense of the term. Knowledge may arise
earlier Or later according to the difference in degree of
the intensity of the effort employed to achieve it. So
freedom is bound to accrue simultaneously with
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knowledge. "The sentence 'That thou art' can by no
means be made to mean 'Thou wilt become That after
death". '8shi Vamadeva, while seeing this, realized 'I
have been Manu, and Surya also' (Br. 1-4-10). This text
tells us that becoming all this, or realizing one's identity
with everything, is the simultaneous result of true
knowledge. Hence the immediate attainment of
freedom has no exception in the case of one who has got
knowledge" (SBh.3-3-32).
110. We have adduced the identity of freedom with
the nature of ever- existing-Brahman, as the reason why
the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman cannot be conceived to be something to be reaped at a distant future.
But some imagine that there might be a special freedom
of disembodiedness besides the Brahman-hood immediately from right knowledge. They rest their belief on
the Sruti 'Being Brahman itself, h.e becomes merged in
Brahman' (Br. 4-4-6). But the Sruti is quite innocent of
this interpretation. "It only means this: There being no
desires to serve as limiting conditions to make him
non-Brahman, he is verily Brahman here only and becomes merged in Brahman, not after he has shuffled off
his mortal coil. A wise man cannot be conceived to be
of one nature while alive and of quite another after
death. It is only because he no more assumes another
body that he is said to be finally merged in Brahman"(Br·Bh.4-4-6).
111. It is wrong to think that a knower of Brahman
has a body while alive and enters into freedom of disembodiedness only after death. The Sruti says "Just as
the slough of a snake worn out and cast off, lies in an
anthill, so does this body Ire here, and as for himself, he
is verily bodiless, immortal, Life, Brahman indeed,
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Light itself' (BrA-4-7). That is to say, "Now this other,
the knowing one who is compared in the Sruti to the
snake, has become free, identical with all. Like the
snake in the illustration, he is verily bodiless. Although
he continues to be there, he is no more an embodied
being as before ..... he was embodied and mortal
before this because of his pre-conceived identity with
the body owing to desire and action. Now that he is free
from either, he is bodiless, and hence immortal"
(Br·BhA-4-7).

*

*

CHAPTER TEN
REVIEW OF OTHER SYSTEMS OF THOUGHT
112. Vedanta is not particular in criticizing other
systems of thought. "This system primarily aims at
determining the purport of the Vedantas or Upanishadic
texts and unlike other rational systems, not meant for
establishing or refuting any particular system by means
of pure ratiocination" (SBh.2-2-]).
113. Vedantins do not deny in toto all intrinsic value
to systems like the Sarhkhya. They only confute certain
views in them which are opposed to reason and experience. They argue on the principle "What is not
expressly condemned, may be assumed as approved"
(SBh. 2-4-12), and have absorbed whatever is commendable in the teaching of the Sarhkhya, Yoga and other
systems.
114. In the Vedanta system of BadarayaI)a, the
Sarhkhya and the Yoga come in for criticism in greater
detail than other systems. "This is because the Sarhkhya
and the Yoga are popularly supposed to supply means to
the Highest Beatitude. They have been accepted by
authoritative Vaidikas and are seemingly supported by
certain Sruti texts by implication. In particular there is
this Sruti which says "Knowing that Cause, the Lord
reached through Sarhkhya and Yoga, one is liberated
from all the snares of life" (Sve. 6-13). "The point of
refutation is that the Highest Goal is never reached
either by the way of the Sarhkhya or that of the Yoga
independent of the Vedic teaching .... As for the text
quoted with reference to the cause reached through
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Sdmkhya and Yoga, it is only the knowledge and contemplation taught in the Vedas which are respectively
to be understood by the terms' Sdmkhya' and 'Yoga', for
the text in question is in the context of Vedic teaching.
But in so far as these systems, the Sdmkhya and the
Yoga, are not in conflict with the Vedic teaching, they
certainly have their place even in the Vedantic
system"(SBh.2-1-3).
115. The self-same principle holds good in the case
of the logical systems also. "If they are of any help here
through contributing their speculation and reasoning,
by all means have them. As for the knowledge of truth,
however, that must come from the Vedantic texts alone"
(SBh.2-1-3).
116. Similar is the treatment to be accorded to
Buddhistic and other non-Vedic systems of thought. The
policy. of Vedanta is to accept every reasoning unopposed to the Vedas. For instance, "The non-dual Reality
devoid of the distinctions of knowledge, knowable and
the knower has not been referred to by the Buddha.
Nevertheless, the repudiation of external objects and
the postulate of consciousness as the sole reality taught
by him are doctrines very proximate to the doctrine of
the non-dual entity. Highest Reality, however, has
to be ascertained from the Vedantic texts only"
(GK.Bh.4-99).
117. Sri Gaudapac;la pays his homage to non-dual
Reality and closes his treatise with a benedictory verse:
"Difficult of comprehension and immensely deep, unborn, even throughout, and pure; realizing this state of
non-distinctions, we bow to it in the measure of our
ability." (GK.Bh. 4-100).
*

*

*

APPENDIX
CARDINAL TENETS OF SANKARA'S VEDANTA

Here is a brief summary of the salient features
of SaIikara's Vedanta as described in the previOll;s pages
of this booklet. Failure to appreciate the cardinal principles of this system has resulted in many glaring misconceptions, some of which are noted below.Those that
seek to know more about this subject, should apply
themselves to a serious study of SaIikara?s Bhashyas on
the three branches of study, Prasthdnas as they are
collectively called - the Upanishads, the Bhagavadgita
and the Brahma-Siitras with the aid of a competent
teacher.
1. Brahman is the reality of the universe, which can
be known only through the Upanishads. It is the Selfluminous Witness (sdkshin), the very Self of us all.
There is no pram(1)a or means of right knowledge,
which can reveal it; nor is any pram(1)a needed to prove
its existence either.
Persons unable to understand this truth have conceived
the theory of .Atma-Siikshiitkiira (Self-realization) for which they
imagine that practices like the repetition of the Mahaviikyas (texts
like 'Tat-twam-asi'- That thou art), laya-chintana (merging the objective 'Yorld in Brahman by means of meditation) or the practice
of Piitafi.jala y6ga, are necessary.

2. The Vedanta-Sastra is not a pram(1)a directly
revealing the nature of Brahman. It is called 'Pram(1)a'
simply because it dispels avidya (ignorance) of Brahman. I.t is called the 'FINAL MEANS' (antya prama:t;ta)
because it shows how the distinction of pram(1)a and
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prameya (means and object of knowledge) accepted in
common parlance, is really due to avidytt. That is to say,
there cannot be any trace of pramaI)a and prameya after
the knowledge of Vedanta has dawned.
Some who have not understood this principle believe
that the N on- duality taught in the Vedanta texts is a matter of faith,
others resort to the strange course of interpreting Vedantic texts
according to their own preconceived theory and asserting that their
theory is correct because it is based upon those texts. A few more
teach that there are both positive and negative texts revealing the
nature of Atman, while there are others who hold that the positive
( affirmative) texts are more authoritative than the negative ones.

3. Avidya is an innate, beginningless misconception
due to a mental superimposition of the real and the
un-real, the Self and the non-self as well as their properties on each other. This avidytt is known through intuition. This superimposition is the primus of all notions of
the distinctions of pramCltr, pramttlJa and prameya
(knower, means of knowledge and the object of
knowledge). Vidytt or true knowledge consists in discriminating and determining the true nature of the self
and the not-self with the aid of the Sastra.
It is evident that those who proceed to prove avidya by
means of reason or prama1)as (valid sources of knowledge) or the
authority of the Sastra are resorting to an obviously erroneous
procedure, since the very notion of 'knower' is due to avidya. Avidya
common life ignorance, doubt or misconception of objects and
vidya (true knowledge)that dispels it, are both in the sphere of
avidya par excellence. Strictly speaking, even the distinction of
avidya and vidya relative to Atman is a hypothetical notion allowed
by Vedantins as a concession to the popular mind, just as a device
for explaining the highest truth. The final position is that the Reality
or Atman transcends both vidya and avidya.
Failure to realize this truth, has given rise to the imper-
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missible demand for the cause of avidya. The topsyturvy process of
offering perception, inference, presumption or the Sruti as
pranuil)as in evidence of avidya, has been in vogue just because of
this failure. Curious problems have cropped up regarding the locus
of avidya as well as the number of avidyas. 'Does it reside in the
individual soul or Brahman? Is there a single avidya or are there as
manyavidyas as there are individual souls? Would universal liberation ensue when the avidya of a single jiva is destroyed? ' And so
on!

For a detailed discussion of this subject,
readers are referred to my 'Vedanta-PrakriayaPratyabhijfia' 'a Sanskrit work, where the only comprehensive method of Vedanta has been explained at
length. The English Introduction to this book has been
separately published by the Adhyatma Prakasha
Karyalaya under the title 'How to Recognize the Method
of Vedanta'.
4. Vedantic texts purport to teach Atman alone as
an entity; that is to say. they negate what are not really

His properties, and culminate in revealing the selfestablished Atman. There would remain nothing more
to be done after realizing the import of the texts.
Various strange beliefs prevail among those that are not
aware of this open secret. Some imagine that the Vedantic text only
yields an indirect knowledge of Atman, and that hence the repealed
practice of the knowledge of the Mahavakya, or the merging of the
world of multiplicity in Alman by means of meditation or the
meditation on the qualityless Brahman or the practice of Fatanjaia
Yoga, or else continued mental repetition of Fra1)ava (the syllable
Aum) etc. is required.

5. Atman is an ineffable entity. He cannot be
expressed by words or sentences; for no genus, quality,
action or any other specific feature pertains to Him. He
is devoid of all distinctions and can never be objectified.
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Some who cannot understand this, think that negative
propositions are incapable of giving rise to the knowledge of the
form'l am Brahman' just because they end in merely negating the
superimposed attributes. One cannot completely get rid of the
ignorance of the rope merely by the knowledge that it is not a snake.
Hence, they argue, negative texts can never remove avidya without
a residuum. Some are even of the opinion that negative texts can
only repeat what positive texts directly disclose and are hence no
pramaf)as at all!

6. Sravana (study of sacred revelation), Manana
(reflective thinking) and Nididhyasana (concentrated
contemplation), are all means for realizing Atman.
Highly developed souls, however, who can immediately
grasp the true meaning of the Vedic teaching, do not
stand in need of any additional effort.
Not taking this principle into account is responsible for
the divergence of opinion among commentators of SankaraBhashya about the relation ofSravaf)a and Nididhyasana. Of these,
some aver that Sravaf)a is the principal means and the other two are
only ancillary to it; while others insist that nididhyasana is the one
means to direct realization and without it mere Sraval}.a would be
of no avail.

7. Sravana and the other means are enjoined only
so far as they turn the seeker inwards and direct him
to stay his mind on Atman, but the resultant knowledge
.
is no object of any injunction.
III

Those who cannot distinguish between the' effort required for SravDf)a &c. and the resultant knowledge in each case,
have made it a matter for controversy whether or not 'srOtavyah' and
similar texts constitute true injunctions. Some of them maintain that
these are all injunctions while others insist that they are seemingly
injunctions in form but are really statements of fact. Some even
think that they are merely eulogistic statements.

8. Manana refers to the type of reasoning suggested
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by the Sruti itself conducive to experience. Hence the
term 'experience' here should be understood to mean
the supersensuous intuition which results from our enquiry which takes in one sweep the whole field possible
of whatever is knowable.
From this the reader has to understand that use might
be made of ordinary reasoning also in so far as it is conformable to
the reasoning suggested by the Sruti. Advaitins do try to disclose
the hollowness of other systems according to the course of reasoning accepted by themselves. B utAdvaita itself cannot be established
by means of pure logical ratiocination. People who are not aware of
this fact, often try to apply speculation or inferences based upon
partial experiences to Vedanta also. Others condemn all reasoning
and affir-ll that reasoning is of no use in matters taught by the Sruti.
So they interpret Sruti according to their own predilection and
place their own convictions before seekers as the final Vedantic
truth.

9. Nididhyasana is that kind of spiritual discipline
by means of which one concentrates one's mind on the
subtle principle, Atman. At the end of this discipline,
one becomes conscious of the fact that the mind itself is
a superimposition on Atman. Then the mind becomes
no mind, that is to say, it is realized essentially as Atman
himself.
Many confound Nididhytisana with 'Uptisanti' and
believe it to be a sort of spiritual"imagination. It is this confusion
that prompts some to believe that Nididihytisana must end in
'trances', Savika/pa and Nirvika/pa (with and without consciousness
of distinctions).

10. Examination of the three avasthas, is a special
kind of reasoning suggested in the Sruti itself. It is the
nature of Atman only that has to be taken into account
in this method. The whole of the world has to be
regarded as the conditioning associate (upadhi) of
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Atman. Each state is to be evaluated from its own
standpoint. This mode of reasoning comprehends the
whole of human experience, inasmuch as there is no
knowable not included in the three states.
PeQple who cannot rise to this way of thinking, mistakenly suppose that the method of states (avasthas) is an examination of
the states rather than that of Atman to whom the states attach
themselves. They argue that there is a fourth state called the Tunya
which is often identified with the trance of Nirvika/pa Samadhi.
They largely use the memory of dream and sound sleep for determining the nature of these two states.

11. Each of the three states is a full manifestation
of Reality. Those who are capable of conceiving this
fact, can attain the knowledge of Atman even through
the determination of the true nature of the Self in any
one individual state.
Sensuous perception, mental awareness and receding to
the undifferentiated nature of the Self erasing any of these modes
of conscionsness, may respectively be equated to the three modes
conditioning Viswa, Taijasa and Priijfia. ~his method has been
pointed out in the first chapter of Gaur)apiida's Kdrikas. Thus
looked at, the Witnessing Principle itself becomes the Tunya Self.
Aspirants after truth sufficiently developed in reflection, can convince themselves that all objective not-selfis really a super-imposition on the Witness of the waking state. The entire objective not -Self
in the state is pervaded by the" Witnessing Consciousness and is
ultimately identical with it. Similarly with the two other states.

12. Following in the wake of the method of
avasthds, it is quite possible to look upon each of the five
sheaths (the Panca-kosas of the Taittiriya) as comprehending the entire objective not-Self and merge the
kosas successively each in.the next interior pervading
sheath until at last we come to the copclusion that all
else is superimposed on the Witnessing Principle which
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is calleq Ananda(infinite bliss), the real ground of all
the phenomenal world.
Failure to understand that the avasthas are independent
expressions of the same Reality, has led some thinkers to imagine
that there is a residue of positive ignorance in sleep, which serves
as the seed of the waking world. Ignorance of this fact, has also
induced some to assume that the Anandamaya kosa, the principle
of enjoyment of fruits of actions which really can exist in waking
only, continues to persist potentially in sleep.

13. . Atman is eternally unborn and without a
second. Srutis teach that the world has proceeded from
Atman. It is only as a device for gradually leading
seekers of intermediate and lowest grades of intellect
to the realisation of this truth. The statement that the
world is born of Atman simply means that it is a superimposition on Atman.
Those that cannot get mental hold of this secret, variously posit that Atman and positive avidya (or maya) are both the cause
of the world or that Atman'is the efficient cause while avidya (or
maya) is the material cause of it.

14. While the duties devolving upon Varnas and
Ashramas (castes and stations -of life) do lead to
knowledge, they are not universally indispensable.
Sarna, dama (Self-control and control of senses) and the
like, however, are absolutely necessary as being intimate disciplinary acts enabling one to become introvert. Since knowledge has to end in a result to be
experienced here and now, all those who are not expressly prohibited in the Srutis, may be assumed to be
entitled to a study of the Vedantas. Sudras and others
may enter upon the study of Vedanta through the Itihasa
and Pur(1)as.
Some ignorant people insist that women and Sudras are
strictly outside the pale of Vedantic knowledge; and there are some
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who hold that knowledge is impossible for anyone in this age of kali
since all kannas enjoined in the Stistras have slackened off in
practice!

15. Karmas performed in a previous birth may also
serve as means to knowledge in the present life. The
only duty for Sannyasins is unremitting devotion to
knowledge. Paramaharhsa Sannya.sa only means the
renouncing of eshavatraya (the three kinds of desires
pertaining to the three worlds).
Those who are not in touch with this truth, argue that
householders can never hope to get knowledge of Atman, since they
are not entitled to SravalJa. Others again insist that even
paramahamsas have duties incumbent on their stage of life, over
and above SravalJa and the like sadhanas obligatory for them.

16. Sravana and other means may not give true
knowledge invariably in this life. Knowledge may come
in a subsequent life, if there be any obstacle for its
immediate birth. Spiritual freedom, however, is the immediate consequence of the knowledge of Atman.
The mistaken notion that all who have studied Vedanta
are Atma-lfianins and the self-stultifying postulate of residual
avidya even in a liianin, are both due to imperfect understanding of
the above-mentioned doctrines. Whether one has or has not attained spiritual enlightenment, is a matter of personal intuition and .
not a subject to be settled by disputation.

17. The enlightened man becomes free simultaneously with his enlightenment. There is no further
state called Videha- mukti (disembodied freedom). An
enlightened man has been ever free, eternally bodiless,
from his own metaphysical standpoint.
Some who cannot rise to this level of thought con5ider
thatllvanmukti (liberation while alive) is only figurative or secondary while liberation after death, is the only liberation properly so
called. Others believe that as soon as ignorance (avidya) is
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destroyed without any residue, the body ofthe enlightened one must
drop down dead! Sankara in his Bhashya, has declared in unmistakable terms that when the Sruti says that a JiUi.nin is merged in
Brahman (Brahnuipyeti), it is only to intimate that he no more takes
up a new body like the COmmon run of mankind.

18. A J Danin has completely broken the shackles of
karma. That he is reaping the result of fructifying karma
(pTarabdha karma) is only a statement from the empirical standpoint.
Knowledge of Atman is the knowledge that one has ever
been the Supreme Self devoid of body and action. That an enlightened person is spoken of as experiencing the effects of fructifying karma, is based on the apparent continua':!ce of the semblance
of the (badhitlilluvrtti body) even after it has been sublated by
knowledge of the truth, and it is only an accommodation to the
. empirical view. This may be compared to the expression 'The sky is
blue' used even by persons who know that the sky has actually no
colour whatever. An enlightened man would never look upon the
possession of a body as a real fact. Some who are not aware of the
meaning of what they are speaking, seriously insist that the fructifying karmas of an enlightened soul are of three kinds- voluntary,
accidental, and due to the 'Others wish - aU of which have got to be·
exhausted by enjoyment before final liberation is reached!

19. There are no gradations in Self-knowledge. He
who has realized that he is the second less Brahman
beyond all action, means of action and results thereof,
is the only real Jfianin. Such an enlightened one has
nothing more to accomplish.
.
Conceptions of gradations among Jiianins labelling
them as Brahmavids, Brahmavidvaras and Brahmavidvaristhas
(as having reached the high, higher and the highest stages of
knowledge) and also of imagining certain disciplining acts as·incumbent on the Jiianin for the so-called direct realization are due
to lack of grasping the truth enunciated above.

There is one thing which is most important to
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remember for the students of SaIikara Vedanta, and that
has been the basis on which all that has been presented
in this booklet has been erected. It is common to all
schools of philosophy other than that of SaIikara to give
prominence to sensuous perception or mental cognition
in their schemes of thought. Hence it is that most of
these thinkers take Atman to be the object as well as the
subject of the notion of'!'. SaIikara has repeatedly urged
that the final aiin of Vedanta is to point out that all talk
. of JIva as the ego endowed with a body in which the
senses and the mind inhere, presupposes a primary
ignorance (avidya), and to draw our attention to the.
Witnessing Consciousness which is the real Self of us all.
That, over and above the sensuous perception and mental activity, there is a source of universal experience to
be recognized as the innermost intuition, is a fact which
it is absolutely necessary to beadn mind before one can
ever hope to resolve the knots of Saitkara's dialectics.
It is our hearty prayer to Sriman Narayana that by His
grace the attention of all our readers who are real
seekers of spiritual freedom, may be drawn to this
central fact of the system.
Om Tat Sat
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Page34-1 ·~a:rnqr~T.l~m1i~m~~m~i1v:f: 1\
(ill. ~-~-~)
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-Page35-2 .~ ~ ~ m~ ~ m~: I m:m-~'ttct~~I~~~1i~~s~uit~~~;
-lfu $l1{h~SllIf7l«Hol~aH'UGO... &&llf~Hi&lSllq&l1 ~ ~ II'
(~. 'ql ~-~-~)

3'~ ~ ~ .~q;(q<!O~4 ij4~ijl~~<q;j{oi ffi[
~'

(tiT. 'ql ~-~~)

5 'E4H41(iH:q{C\qfi4~4 mrr ~ ~q;,~1q;{O'1'
(tiT.

'ql

~G-"'~)

6 'mstl~qf01qGI('4S1Fdqff1S1""I'J101: ~~~'
(~ 'tT. ~-~-~~)

7.• 3tftr~ r''Hf(i~Ojqf(iSlq{jq&l'iii fiUiHCfiI~ ~

mfiR: I fim1;i ~ oqfujWHSlfuIUlO1@jldHtt,II'
(~

'tT.

~-~-~~)

8 '31E4I(.p.njilf~~~tftU~~'
(Q)T.

~-~-~~)

9 .~; ~~: amqf.{ ~qltlHqWI('4..n'I;'
(Qil 'tT: ~-~-~~)

D .~~
Page35-1 '~'ftGT?;fTft:r'

(..,ft.Qil~-~o)
(..,ft.

2 'oqcHli4If~q;I~:wrrm~~'

qj'f.

~-~~)

(tiT. ~-~)

3 ·~sfftr.l~mifttfu~~:~
(tiT.

4 'ij4If<1ICjij~1 ~:'
5 .~ f~",qff'if7lfa ~41fi4U(qI'
6 .~~'
Page 36-1 'Wl ftq1:rt~'
2'~~~~'

Page 37-1 .~ ~
~~'

'ql

~-~)

(tiT. ~-"'~)
(tiT.

'ql

~-"'~)

(tiT. 'tT. ~-"'~)
(tiT. ~-~ ~)

(tiT.'tT.~-~~)

ElGQlSRIl4i fcri'tI~W~q;ffiOllvlq"'l ~
(~

'tT. ~-~-~)
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Page 37-2 ~: ~SS~CfiR4fq{lIS1f('Nfiil ~ ~
am~'

(It

'qT.

~)

3'~ ~ ~ ~ (1IN~dWIJW SifMIGCfi~'1

~"

Page 38-1

'<f!I~'

2'~~'

3'~~~:~~
4'~~~'I:'

5 ';r ~ ~ QGRt &61~~4fq4q
1tRS"li4'1~Cfi(;q'11 <jffiT "

(It
(11.

'qT.

~-~-~)

It ~-~-~)

(;i·lt ~-~-~)
(m 'IT. ~-~-~)
(~. ~-~-~~n

~ ~swraf-

(It 'IT. ~-~-~)

6 .~~~'
('~. ~-~)
Page 39-1 ";r ~H~Iiie\ClI'6QttN ~ , ~ ~lflClIf.ie,,'1 ~~
~~~~;r~,~
~t1thnF"R4kl'
(f?IT
flt'£ii(I~'1IN'
\'(afqil4S1t<4«1fitdta(CiQiEil~.a&ioi\
~ ~ t:f~ ~ _

GilijJflfilflI4 ..... fq4,;r!l flt<4$'laGClI'6QQCl

~ , ~ flt<4lf~~I<1 $t1)aHtf~t1HI(( at....n:<:tf..... kif..... 1lfCfIl': ~: flt'£IIRi(Iiie\ClI'6QI(( ~ ~ t:f~

~: ~ '?;ffi) ~~, a:rsnut It''1m m',
('~. ~-~n '~sf.R;r;R' ('~. ~-\9) , lftf ~
.,1H1tc1HCld\ClIq:t;jIJI'€i ~1f6I"OT:"

,

2 "'(\'i~:J(ii~(~. ~-~-~~) lftff~"'ICfij(CfiQiHf"~lfI~:"

3

(It 'qT. ~-~-~)

';r T.l qn:f"MHcn1~~qtilm It?.f~IRfC!44 ...(i5j ~: ,~(m. ~-1.-\9) lftf&8i1(ChUCIW ~1if,ij44'1~OIi~4IkiqH(qI(( ,,'

(It 'qT. ~-~-~)

Page 40-1 '~Qd\ClIq:t;jHi M%4fi{XIi(ttt4'1hl ~ ;r ~,
~ ~1(qfC!4~HW QiH444'1R4I?1 ~ ~

~ Sit'£iI&Oiltl'i" ;r i11::ptHilui ~1if,ijshttlo4, ~
~ ~~ ,,'
(It 'qT. ~-~-~)
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'';f~ q@::j;qI@:l14 fd'i41;QI@:l14 ~ S1\111041$114104-

~

fin nffl

f.lf#Jdq:;Hqf'~I'1'i(qIe;Cfl(q'l1 ~

~~ tr:it~~",

3 'amqrcrraK~:'

("aI. 'IT. ~-~-\9)
(~. ~-~-~)

4 'm~lfF~~~IF@&I:'

(m. {'-\9-~)

Page41-1 .. '~~', '~, '\(C6~qlfaJI4t(, '~W1141€J(i\d:'
-$~qqlfGqlCF4I.II"l :aqlftllttl~{Ciqfct~qfiqcf"i;ftq4\'i: I
"C6Ft~lITa.t:, 31fct·wf-iC!MCCi II"
("aI. 'IT. ~-~-\9)

2 '~mff 4I>ihfiCflqq:;t?t&Slq dH\iU;liqff\'J~ECif-i~! CIif~~lITa.t'$'fu~ II'
("t 'IT. ~-~-~)
3 '~lITa.t: ~a.rcnW'iR~ I 3tdT ';f~m~~: II'
("t 'IT. ~-~-~)

4 '';f ~Cfl(qfct~14;:f1;:qf~ lafct*'Hftllf\: li~sfuf'

("t 'IT.
5 '31lttlq~{Ciqfiqq<li1q

~-~-~)

ql~~'(qqftj\'4ifGfcq: SJfCI1JT-

CfiTM'\(Cf~~MCAfctQ"ii::roi"ii,,"* ~

("aI. 'IT.

~-~-\9)

Page 42-1 'ail~CfltEl~*,Hf11fi'1fi""~~~~\lTCm'l';f~II'
("aI. 'IT. ~-~-\9)
i
2 '~~ &gJiq lOO4ft I "114{CiqfctCflH~~~m~~~fctqf1td'l'"

(~ 'IT. ~-~-~~)

3 '\i5iIfct€lIqfijI4i ~ aQlt4'lqlfiCflIR;HS;lUT: mif~:'
(~ 'IT. ~-~-~~)
(~. ~-{.-{.)

5 '6jltlac:;:l1*'"lltfl1(C\QI1&14'{'
('qiT. ~-~-~~)
6 '~-a-;rrq'1II1(C\Q4t~4f~dl~~~'

(m. {.-~~-~)
7 'RaIT~:~:~~:'
('~. ~-~-~)
8 'd~(1t\"'@'i4111Q<111"d<l1iill~114111(ij1 ~~'E'
(~. ~-~-~~n
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Page 43-1 .. ~ ~ i$lIJlCfl\'C4fcl~14s~ .~
'~~"~tm' $~qqli!l4i~~
CfI\'C4q'1S1f<"lql~4q(:~: ~ I'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

2 ·~(qICflHqG:..<li&ifqq"hfUl~;r~I~~~ fW Wif.:J'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~~)
3 '~~lH: 3f.RIT~:'
(t!{. ~-~-~)

(m. ~-~-~)

4'~~:'

5 ''ii~fqii'!i~q '1CIftr lftr ~ d~"qlqr"tlq~'"R ~-

w;r {ll lOhllJ\.nQq{J<111'

Page 44-1

(~

'qT.

~-~-~)

'f~ &<4!Olf~F~oo~ ~:' lftr ~qlOtI~'4FcWIf.:I'i~$;r II'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)
u

2 ·~d(J&lI\'CifqtNq[\:r~r:t~:J\~41('1"",\ I ~~
~ ~Qif.:p:nJqFqq4\'C4Hl ~'qq~t'1I~'l ~-

-

~~II'

(~

'qT.

~-~-~)

3 'arg4IjQl~4q'1FM4(q1((lt
(~ 'qT• .~-~-~)
4 '3ffi"ITqraR-~:~'
(t!{. ~-~-~)
Page 4s-i l?;i)fW~:~~:l!~~ Q1IT~
;r T.l ~ ~~, fi41t'Qf.{'1Cf1'lMleiql~4
~"'lft'.i®l'i14<MUlfiQI('jSilffT\.n:a(j(( fq¥f\i!fit'Q

1ft'Q11T-

fGaHH('141 ~131lfGTtn aR~:~ I'~
tGl:e.qUll4 SiCJ'f1f4~4qiql~ti dl\'Ci('1#4'lq~~4d II .~

~~'(t!{.~-~-~n ~<q: II' (~'qT. ~-~-~)

2 'm~~ ~lftJ~chmfI44i'l~JIfUT
~¥~,~m~~IW~
~~~~~;r~I~ltlffif
~~~~iQf4ijCf1lq41~~lCI'<Of
~~~T.l~~I'
(~ 'IT. ~-~-~~)

3 'li~e(j fqtJl Q.H<6IQt'J Slt'QR§ZU4:"4G f't4\1&.H(
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~~)
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Page 45-4 '~:m;t~:lffi~~sfi:r~~
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

Page 46-1 'mr ~ QGliiiq~""'~ii'14ft:4qth"Sifd&oID ~ ~
~~mwrt~~I'
(~ 'ql. ~-~ -~)

2 ''''lq'It1&8iItcN1Cf~~?"ntt?;htmft~~~ I~
Si4(ONtf.\t1i&iltc'l~~ II'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

Page 47-1 '~ ~ &&iIf4\?:IMq~""1 ~ ~~: ~
~wnunR I ~ 8J%41'lql~4Ilt1I(qIt:4'I"' f-1Faq4IU4~qwnunR\4r&14t~lfd I'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

Page 48-1 '~~ ~ ~~~:, ;r a«l~ft:4~CfI~""f4

f"' ~

ffiit1Si~f4 31fq€lICflI4R4I(%fqt1lf-1 C
~~:'

I~

(tit. 'qT. ~-~~)
2'~ l(t~fC6ch ~ q ~ ~ ~ ~
~ I ~ ~;fif1rr I QOt1i{04frl~lhUI~: I
~&SiIt:4I¥iCflf('t(t1t:4fil.n~1 ~ ~
q4i@Ol4l441(qt1'(q'(II'

(..t. CIil. 'qT. ~-u.) Page 49-1 '~

q

H'fC6Cf1I~fqqQ, ~ q ~fCflCflI~f5ifqQ-~

~~(fG~~~~

~ $?:Icialqui
~ ~
~~rl's~~~SSN~~qqq II'

(..t. lfiT. 'qT. ~-G~)
2

'~~ tt(hfq("iIQ~'" ~ SifdqMRM CfitO'TlmR: ~:'

('4i.

'qT.

('4i.

'qT.

If.

~)

3 '~~~lffi~:~:'
4 'm~~'

If. ~)
('4i. ~)
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Page 50-1 .~ ~ mil~fqCfiftil4'1it:q'11 i1tljf1ll'RHO<OI fctqf~
~I ~~~t1siSlq:ilq~lq~:1 ~~
~~~:~ ~~~I •••••• ~-m
tcI~~qRfi0$1~~t1k(@IR:\roqftcr~:~I'(f?;Il
~~~~~;r~II'

(lit. 'IT. 1l. ~)

2 .~ ~ !41&l!4I~Cfi~'1 ~ ~ tcI C1'lii<IRdf\!lH..mCfi(qtll~Fci6tfr!.fl'1:'

(Tft. qjf. 'IT. ~-~)

Page 52-1 '~~;r'tl J11<IRdlfiNiitlHI{

(Tft. qjf. 'IT. ~-~~)
2 t~~'<ft,.rr~1Ijq~4fd

I'

t~~~mu'1"~II'

(qjf.~-~-~)

3'~~~lR:~
~~m:cnrt~ 1~~~lCf

ttit

dil&lt1ltHHq~t1fqiiICfiltlCfiqr<q:

~'

w.n:nut

~-

(lit. 'IT. 1l. ~)

Page 53-1 .~~: ~~~t1lijI(OlfCjiitlHCi«tCiGCi~.
'(f?;Il d(€6I( OI('CII({, t1lijI(OlfqiitlHCi«tCiGCi~ ;r

mmtOt fqiitlHCi«i I ~ II'

'1

(Tft. qjf. ~-~\9)

2 t~crr~~~uqr~~~TftWtTfs:r.
~ S!f(j<:fl~IS;;Cjfd f'lCjI~I~Cj "
(?if. ~-~-~\9)
3 t~wm'1"CfilT-iq;rij~'1"~~~'
(?if. ~-~-~~)
4 '~sfi:p;r~~R"Gftnqc:t~: I am am ';r'C6v.l~
~'lfit II'
(?if. 'IT. ~-~-~~)
Page 54-1 t~~~:~~ ~~~
~:~: II'

2 'Si~fC(\t1I$jtl~CiIt1lijl(oi ~lfit1l'ijf:

(lIt.~)

I $('jp.i\Fciftinatlf4

fq~Htlf~ II'
(%It. 'IT. 1l. ~)
3 ·~~~~SjjCiOIiR:\&.:ICi~H1q~,~~~~~Ci('jI*,qqCi~ II'
(ID. 'IT. ~-l-~)
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Page 54-4 '~: ~ ~ mrr ~ (RJ m
'Fffif,~fClft:1alflil:q~ I'

'Fffif

~

(m. ~-l-~)

5 '~~ ~ ~ ';jC4('61R-lf.:t# G~f(;j&.:lI ...j('Q16 I'

(m. 'qT. ~-l-O
6 'll'fffif ~ rnshl ~~: ~ ~'1'1:!l(Il(II{1
~:I~lWfl~lWfl~~~m
~~ tro1 3lr-R!: QJH~cll+Gflllo:ltlf~ ~ ~~ II'
( •• ~-~-~~)

Page 55-1

~ ~ attn ~
~: l3f:fmsm'Fffif ~~~~:

'3f:f f1:rnrsfurr 'Fffif lffiITSlffiIT H

~~: W1UITS~~~~

•.

~~lftN(RJ{1qY::;Jjq;11~~II'

(

~-~-~~)

2 '~~tr{~m~~m:~~N
~(......

(1It.~)

3'~ ~'1j«11>ofI~~I!li'~: ~ ~~
qqlf'lI<!J(¥H: ~

~ I'

murr:

~

H: ~

~: ~ ~
( •. ~-~-~o)

Page 56-1 ''m'rt ~ ~.tlfCiQI'fld'114*"q4141~<iHciqUI ~'qT
~~sa~J1fiSlI*,~~mfu: I' (~. cnT. "'- ~-~)

2'~ ~ SlICH1cifN~: ~~: .s~ ~
~'4IC4I'1I¥i~: ~ SljOlilJ1IN~C4 ~I'

(m. CJiT. 'qt. ~-~)
Page 57-1 'lIGT~ro~~~~~amq
RHc;;qi4R:('QITj~C4 ~~ tiC4iCif\'.llfd
~ I d~MII4*"q&lIC6Ni ~ ~~I ~
f.:t\C44C4f4 ~ C1i~jQMMq€Jd I'
(~. 'qt. ~-~)

2

.~: fi?iSlfiHUlfi4: fd9:C(1RiCjI~fIliC6lfi: I ~

~~: SlI*,~J1fil~: I ~:~
~~1l;Cf~~~~~lI?IT<m
~q\41r4d~'lIl'
(~. CJiT. "'- ~-\9)
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Page 61-3 .~~ N3i5ii{\"Iiqfc:l'lli~'4iqC4ffi)SsUIl:tqi~lNl~lfi'R"Oi
~~I'

(Tft. CIiT. 'IT. ~-~)

Page 58-1 '~~~\QfCl¥lqsftr ~'4iiHiGftf4fCi
lfl:hmi~fc:lC6f(K4d~ I
~ I'

N3i5iiGifqq
~\tiiHi'4lfcHCi\QW
('4T. 'IT. 1i \9)

2·~ti!lf~~ ~~I'

('4T. 'IT. 1i. \9)
3 'ar:f~:~~~~~~~I'
(lif. )C-l-~~)
(lif. '1T. )C-l-~~)
2 '~~~,~~~~,~~fcI;~1i~Fct~I~Fct

Page 59-1

'l{C6('qqqi~i;ffl1: I'

'GfuITq)~sfcHlfi(lcql~g;~~~~'1$~~ ii'

(lif. )C-l-lo)

3 13R?Jj'~: ~f.ro dfCIq'lli"ld: I
~~: ~ ~ QGlt~ II'

(Tft. CIiT. ~-~~)

4 '~~:'
Page 60-1 '~'1ifGqi44i~l:IGT~:~~1
3i\ftqf'1Si\4~C1qtt; !~~ II'

(\ ~-~~)

(Tft. CIiT. ~-~~)

Page 61-1 'm~~~~ilnl~S(1t7.Rfllf~i~
~I~fci;~i'

(*.~-~)

2 '~:~~~H~Cj~CjI~I<;I('IOj:~lJlUTT: ....
lfCf~ ~~ II'
(lif. '4T. ~-~-~l)

3 '~~'Wn:~~Wnf1:r~I'
(~. ~-~-~)

4 ' 3iQNi¥ltW;;ijqi&(qi~ch$ld~qiN'1.I'(~ 'IT. ~-l-\9)

5 ''ft'Sf~fq'1~f'C6H\ftH;~~I~fcRmW
f6i""1icMfCl'1i~ft, ~ ,a:v.If"tR4:, am ~
f"tf4:a4'41ffi~'4{1Cf: II'

(~ 'IT. ~-~-)C)

6 'lfqr~~ amqr~STI<frs~~ I'
(lif. )C-)C-~~)
7'~m~i'
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Page 62-1 ''lffih~fqfilifHW·IRI<tel;JIQ0<:4I~: ~ ~ ~
~~~ ~~: ~ ;i\qq~ql~Cfi(ti,-

~~3Q1?l: II'

(~. 'fit. 'IT. ~-~~)

Page 63-1 '~~~~~(m.~-~-,,)
2" '~~:(tlf. ~-~-~o) , ~:(1ft. ~"-\9) $ftr;;r ~~~ I ~ I i{Cfi(qSl?044«lrii~1 ~
~~ $~Cfi('qSl?Ol4161 ~

m

I

W?It

('8(. 'IT. ~-~-~o)

Qsfu;n i{Cfi(tiSl?044Ig: II"

3'!G..~~~~~
QeIRl~aH.. f.d\i'i1'{ I'

(~ 'IT. ~-l-~\9)

4 'arnqr 8JlCfiI4'I6i'>UI"'I~deICfiI4'1n:ci1R1('1: I
~*u~'31i\'1la('1f~G4'i4'{1I'

(~.lfiT.l-l)

Page 64-1 '~~ ~ ~ ftr;ffisftf;;r I
~~ 31lft ~ ~ ~ ~;;r II' (~. lfiT. ,,-~{.)
2 'w.mrr:~3jIMil"llfq~~dI:

3 ' SI'QlJT ~ F.mo ~ ;r~:

(Tit ifiT.l-~o)

I

ql41qb4fqG ~~: II'

(Tit 'fiT. ~-~\9)

4 '~tiql'CiHIGft<iq~(q6ilf&l41'{ I
~ ~ ,J:~'31ld~ti('1i 'fIGT II'

(~. ifiT. ,,-,,~)

Page 65-1 '<rt~~I~~~~-

~~~1;r~~9:lT11'
(~. 'fiT. '1T. ,,-,,~)

2 'a4Iti;fl4R1e4 (lGaq¥iuNI'
3 '~~~'I?04I'lq4JHfQ I
~~'CiICfiI~4IfClH8.1UT: II'
4 'It\'1l~-qp:p;n\jf:q~~~~:'

(~. $T. l-~~)

(~.lfiT.l-')
(~. 'fiT.l-~\9)

5 'It\'1l ~ ~ dlIWII"414IF-4ffiM4 'H<'4IF~Cfild~6i
~ ~ I ~: CIiRUm'lI ••••• ~ ~
.~~~: ~qiRl6i"41441 \jf:q ~ l;r~
~~~~m1~S~~II'
(~. 'fit. '1T. l-~)

.
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Page 65-6 '~~~,'

(Cli. ~-~-H)

7 '~JW:llf'1:~~ "

(t!{. ~-~-~~)

('~. au. ~-n)
8 '~tliS'Umr:rn "
9 '3ifqtilCflf(AOlfH~~~~eqiijidi&.:ilijidi
~ d'i€ii::<:i\'6liWi4f-iciii;f\iFt Qr~~~~ I'
(~ 'qt. ~-~-~\9)

Page 66-1 '~~~$qlfq'WCflf(AOlft~~
n

'414f-iciii'1

vffi1;:,

.c.

Wliftt: -

fif1HSiqliafl'li~ ~~ ~
~~ JJjf~H:qNHr~ II'
(~ 'qt. ~-~-~~)

2 '~~ q~4IJ<i6!",(;ji q~4IM'i€i11, ~~~

ttr4T11T ~ qGI~fqCflHq~ ~ mcrffi;r ~: m-

HQ;4E1GI~fqCflHq~Ci1 ~ ~~ 't{Cflqqlf,;j(;ji( '~

'=I'RTft:<f~' $kll~q{4IJG~4<niin:q ~ I'
(t!{.

'qf. ~-~-~)

3 ';r q;f~~: ltrits~;r fcmfi' I
~~mr~~ II'

Page 67-1

(~. CfiT. ~-~G)

'3ioe.e&.:ilMfq*'i4ll,SiICFSi4'Q('q4IM4: I
ah: ~~ qlcq<{ltil~qF-iid: II'
(~ 'qt. ~-~-~)

Page 68-1 '~f4R14~4?i"I~~m~1fl~
lIr~w.:n'li.n(:lI4 ~ ~ ~ ~ SiI<*,i.nNfI: ~ ~

rnt.~"-t:l<14Sif"di"iiCflHOnqlfi~R:d~1uT..-t:l<14CflH oli"6i 'SIftmrqy;j ~~;g:IdIN..nU;:d

~1j!CflHollq~hr~fcl~T~ cqqfu II'
(~ 'qt. ~-~-~l)

2'~ ElGI1C4ii44
tmn~I'

QIUT1

fqfq~tiF.a

l$f ~
(~~-~-~~)

3 'fqfq~tilfi~<iliJtii'l3Nfuf1lt:1'4iWit~ I
(~ 'qt. ~-~-~~)

4 '~~mfr.R:ftrlfRCf: "

(..n. ~l-~)
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Page 68-5 'R:~ '''{Si~IOj\icic:ti4\samliHI~~''
(Tfi. 'tI. ~-~~)
6 '~:cm~~~s~ I' (Tfi. ~-~~)
7'~~~~:"
(~ 'tI. ~-~-~~)

8 .~ "'4i44i~tll'"i1\4qfa.«nJJlLtc:tiqOI'if4 ~fl'Rct~~"

Page 69-1

(~ '1T. ~-~-~\9)

·'lMiil?ifiGif.oijf~~ci\qqlti~q('lHiI!HI~f<qdqfCj~~(i~i)

fcmr;n: ~cqqfu,'

(~ 'tI. ~-~-~G)

2 '31~Cfl\ij:lj~Ff{~:(f<fP1Tftf~TTftr:['

3

II

(Tfi. G-~~)

.~ ~~: '3i4c:ti'Jiriififti<lgffiffl ~ qti 1'Jfu1:(

'JiriiHHfifi4('1i4liiN

~ II"

l'ftf

fif4)j(fq~qi4i'l~ht'\ fcrn:w;rr
(~ 'tI. ~-~-~G)

4'~

1F: "lci'f)('IfifCbHq¥lIit. ~~
~1;f\(qM«tqi ~ ~~:~,~f4'lc:ti16Ht'CIll'(lI'

5 'JJllq£l&l\lO -erutt,,.{'tI. VIi. ~~\9-~~)
f~ iSil\lcl OqWlf€ic:tiHf4(OIlI'("

(~ 'tI. ~-~-~G)

l'ftf ~f"~lti'l{jOIl(~ '1T. ~-~-~G)

wzn

6'~ 8]fl4i)?ila,1oC&q ~, ~ (tq: ~
GlitS!%ilJiqiila,1 .... N c:tiiil o{\('I(lJJliiSlf«<lglf4 ~

m€ic:tiMI .... fici\ollf-i ~ ~14€iHOII~H~~ II'

(~. 'tI. ~-~~)

7 ·d~I~c:iFC("0I;ffi~~~:~~S(q~ql(q11
~'

Page 70-1

(lIf· ~-~-~~)
(llf. ~-~-~~)

·~&~qdW{'

2 ·3i.;ft~41~1~~~;nQf~'
(~

'tI. ~-~-~~)

3 .~:~ ~~ fcmT ~ I ~ ~ mr ~ fcrn:w;rr:
~cqqfu, enm~lI~

4 ·~~~Cflfil"0~:~ "

5 .~~ I'

(~ '1T. ~-~-~\9)

(llf. ~-~-~~)

(m. ~-~~-~)
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Page 71-1

'~lfuf6~ qRfl4Iftd("iO<:i&li4j{('jHc,cj~

(q'q'fcqfi I ~~~';f~ IlCfT~
('jCfl4i"i:r:oI~
~~ I
QRal#liiw
~
flciCflq~;<;jlfll~~~'rt~ 31"i:r:oHf"lfit'd: I W'tT~~ Qq"f&&I~fii('jlql ~~mnd1I_
~f6(W:f qI4G41?Jq4f~d ~~~ I ~
~riG:.C4fMiq~(W:f~: I (lk 'qt. ~-~-~o)
2 'rif4I(qRaN'ICflWISS$jq4I?1iG'1('j(,€bllci\~htl"iilCf<:jSlfl}j'
~sfi:I'GTm~'
(lk 'qt. ~-~-~o)
3 'i&l~HqRqICflI}jfqlb61 QIRal'J'Qw' (lk 'qt. ~-~-~o)
(tit. ~-~)
4'~~~:~'

Page 72-1 'affit~~~~ ~SlGHlfGCflqCflj(Cfl'fiI('qI
~~e':i1f&Fai4'ijO!lt44'lOIfuq Rlql~ijl q'€i"i40ij)ullsfi:l"
(~. 'qt. ~-~-~~)

2 'It ¢~ CfiqQR('qI4jj~~ ma CIilffin ~ ~
fI}j·d%ooql {qSlJi'fi"iI"lICjIR11Cfl~!4i!lef ~ CIilffin
.sfi:I'~~critft:r I ~Hlfi"iGH~Cflqi'€4I'difpj CfI'4i-

en$:r~ Ii'
(tit. 'qt. ~-~o)
3 '(jf4I<\<iiI~al:~f.I'fcro~~I~~~

~f.I'fflm~~ ~11R ~ f.I'fflm~~: Ii'
.

(~. ~-~-~)

Page 73-1 '~~fcmTM~S~~~
~ I ~q(jtft"i14I4f~ ~ fcRigffl'

(lk 'qt. ~-~-~l)
2 '~~fCj~lfhU"iWcfifu'q:sr~~~~
~~"riGT$fcmT~I~~~
~:~"riGT~II'

3 'TT~ t@(j~1I1;{j ~~'
Page 74-1 '~~~'
2 '~~~'

(lk

'qt.

~-~-~~)

(~. ~-~)
(m.l-~~-~)

(m. ~-~~-~)
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Page 74-3 '~~~1{lqf~{f«1'
(~. lff. ~-~-~{.)
4 '3«{ ~ ~ ~ ft54~qijll2ichqiQ ap;mss~:
~ II'
(uf. 'qT. ~-~o-~)

5 '~fCir1ldfq~qi((~~F::rm<rt 4lm«FMiQ~~~~I~amw;i~
~sf~$\'QfiCfl«qif&l64I~~~~

~~~I~~I~
~ fum ~ I 'ffilrn'l~ fiHlfiii'lNfu(C\4\sffmq) ~
~I ~~~q;f~~sfuf II'
(~ 'qf. ~-~-~~)

6 '~~ ij&fQqfiU'

(~

'qT.

~-~-~~)

Page 75-1 .. ~ ~ 'ffi&ttfu' ~ qicp.:jfQl2i«t~ 1piT \4ft54&4f1IJici
~~: I '~q~Q~~qi4~q: ~s~ ~~
~~' (~. ~ -~-~ 0) lffi ~ fiL41«Q\'14lIMQq ~
~ ~ I (ifi1ia4lIk1C1lI ~l{: ctq(R:ImF.a: II"

mn-

(~ 'qT. ~-~-~~)

2 m~~'

(~. ~-~-~)

3 '~~ ~ (ifQ 1?J&lRNfhi§«tdq; Cfi1ltT: llRf'ffilrn'l$
~~~~ ~lfI{qlffi"'~4lIM'(1 ~~~tit~
\4lqHHlqfu:, ~~ "fICt: I ~i'liO(1uIF"fi;qI'1i~li\ct ~ &&lI.z.o"li'qW(\ II'
(~. 'qT. ~-~-~)

Page 76-1 '~sFl?f'1c411;ft ~ 1FIT ~ !(141~q~~~ ~
~S~Slpf:lfTUITm~~ II'

(G{. ~-~-\9)

2 '~~:ficif\!ll"1~gn~:~:~m~
lIRT~~ ~~1f':mrttil'~II'

(aJ. 'qT. ~-~-\9)
3 '4l144lqSlq'Ol~lfhl(q~ ~ t[Cf mrttil' ~ I ~
~~
I 3«{ ~ ~ 3t1F'f: II'

awrm:

(~. 'qT. ~-~-\9)
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Page 77-1 '~Sie;j:fiCiICRIHI~Gq4~m~':f"chi!'ii?iiCi({.
~~\l:~~~~~~
~II'

(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

2 'q{qnqSifcif~Oll4'jqd oqqft:r'
(~ 'qT. ~-~-~~)
3 'f1I$:..&.:IJI.n it q{qi"6ql~fITeHI'Si01 ~~, Wm
~, ~~ lJI'd;f\q(!if~d\ II'

(~

'qT.

~-~-~)

4 .~ ttl'5~€i.p:nlilf~~~~~:'

(W. ~-n)
Page 78-1 ·'f.fucI;-nrt~;rfll$:..&.:I~I~01~~~~f.r:ir~~lffrll'

(~'qT. ~-~-~)

2 "~~.~ f11$:..&.:I4I.iif~ lffr ~
IDrm:{ Q'f(':.j~f1i&.:l4l.1i!'1&1\1~~ Sif4If1f1R\4.OICi-

~I ~ ~;r

fcRi&ffi

~ f1i&.:lJi.H"'lNl:

f1ICiCiiIi!'I\'€I\II'

(~ 'qT. ~-~-~)

3 'OP:Tftr~(hq~HIJiq'JIci;JlM~':fllf I
~~ lIe;I'f1CilcKI'Q;J~ oqqft:r II'

(~'qT. ~-~-~)

4 ~~ qnnl1lthqiiiiqq\i;;( ~ ~I
~ ~ll1lf-1UCii{iji ~l"1iil3(i6('q;11 i1liiqCi¥14ICZiij-

~1~~qnnl1l\i*Ci\~~~II'
(1i\. C6T. 'qT. ~-~~)

5~~~1
~~~~~II'

(1i\. C6T. ~-~oo)

